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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What Is Corporate Education?
This report discusses the extensive education and training
programs established and run by corporations and other organi-
zations, largely profit-making enterprises whose primary pur-
pose is something other than education, in the context of tradi-
tional higher education. As used in this report, "corporate edu-
cation" is education offered by t business or industry for
its own employees.

How Extensive Is Corporate Education?
Corporate education is an extensive, multifaceted endeavor.
costing billions of dollars, educating million of people, and
absorbing many working hours annually.

It is estimated, for example, that approximately $30 billion
to $50 billion is spent on formal employee education and $180
billion on informal, on-the-job education. Employees in compa-
nies with 500 or more employees-4.4 million peoplecan ex-
pect to receive frequent instruction paid for and provided
by their employers.

Is Corporate Education a Threat to Higher Education?
As colleges and universities :tirive to respond to the needs of
nontraditional students, they often find that corporate educators
have preceded them. Corporations, with the assistance of the
American Council on Education (ACE) and the New York Re-
gents, have had their courses evaluated, frequently leading to
the granting of credit for corporate coursework by colleges and
universities.

Courses offered by corporations range from remedial to
postgraduate-level management and technical courses. Corpora-
tions have even founded their own colleges, known as "corpo-
rate colleges." These educational efforts potentially could
threaten the health, and devalue the worth, of higher education,
but in fact, corporate education is compatible withindeed
complementstraditional higher education.

Higher educatior in the United States has been responsive to
the needs of the workplace since the beginning of the federal
period. The prevailing dialogue in higher education has long
been the weighing of tradeoffspractically and philosophi-
cally--between general educa:ion and what now is called
"career education."

The formal recognition of instruction independent of the
providers is a multifaceted anti complex enterprise on the post-

Formal Recoghalon of Employer-Sponsored Instruction iii
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secondary education scene in and of itself. These efforts have
accomplished two things. First, the structural conformity of
noncollegiate instruction with collegiate instruction (for exam-
ple, associating credit hours with contact hours) facilitates
transfers and students' mobility and opens up an array of poten-
tial cooperative efforts between businesses and colleges. Sec-
ond, they have served as a major channel of communication
between school and corporation about educational content and
methods. This report presents the interaction between corporate
education and these recognition processes, a path by which
noncollegiate education can wend its way into the most tradi-
tional patterns of higher education.

Innovations find their way into higher education in several
ways, one of which is when external institutions appear on the
scene to challenge, titillate, and/or draw attention to significant
issues. The emergence of corporate education with its interest
in formal recognition offers opportunities and challenges to
higher education in the way it teaches, the students it seeks,
and the perception of the purposes of education. The growth of
corporate education is a stimulus to both internal collegiate de-
bates and public policy decision making.

What Can Be Expected from the Proliferation
Of Corporate Education?
Many profitable educational ventures have been initiated that
were provoked by emi.loyers' recognition of their responsibility
for developing their employees. The American University, for
example, using its own faculty, offers a Master of Science in
toxicology at Litton Industries, and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology cooperates in an education program with IBM
and Digital Equipment. An indirect benefit to colleges resulting
from an increased awareness of conditions in higher education
on the part of business and industry has been the use of modern
technology by colleges and universities to educate future em-
ployees. And a national discussion on the tole of colleges and
universities in American society has been stimulated by height-
ened awareness of shared national needs.

Corporate education is well established, a large enterprise,
and increasingly more professional. The factors that led em-
ployers to begin to educate and train their employees continue
to affect their choices as technology changes, as businesses cre-
ate proprietary informati'm to share with their employees,
and as employees need to learn new skills or enhance current

iv
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skills to make a contribution to the workplace. If traditional
colIP-'ate institutions and associations ignore or discount corpo-
rate education, they will do so at their own peril. There is
room for accommodation and cooperation that will serve Lam-
ers and their providers as well.

Formal Recognition of Employer- Sponsored instruction v
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FOREWORD

We first addressed the issue of corporate training programs in a
1984 report by Suzanne Morse, Employee Educational Programs:
Implications for Industry and Higher Education. Because of the
increased role of these training programs and the perceived in-
creased threat to traditional higher education, we return to the
topic here to examine the even more formal educational activities
of corporations, in particular at the accredited degree-granting pro-
grams,

As emphasized by both Morse and Nash/Hawthome, industry
has been involved in training employees for a long time. There-
fore, this is not a new phenomenon that needs to be addressed in
light of how traditional higher education is serving society. Cer-
tain questions must be kept in mind during the reading of the re-
port: (1) Has traditional higher education failed ii, its educational
responsibilities? (2) Conversely, should traditional higher educa-
ti--, be involved in many of these corporate areas? (3) Or, from a
more middle ground, how can traditional higher education and
corporate education cooperate to make the best use of each of
their strengths?

This report, written by Nancy Nash, director of personnel and
planning at the University of WisconsinSuperior, and Elizabeth
Hawthorne, assistant professor of higher education at the Univer-
sity of Toledo, tracks the extent to which employer-sponsored ed-
ucation programs have penetrated the traditional dornair : higher
education via formal recognition channels, such as accr iiting as-
sociations, local governments, and even the federal government.
Corporations are now offering courses for collegiate credit; in-
deed, some have even founded colleges. Clearly, a dialogue must
begin between the corporations and academe.

Reading this report will help both educators in the traditional
sector and in the corporate sector achieve a common ground of
understanding. Whereas industry's incentive is to guarantee mat
its employees know certain skills, i'istitutions have missions de-
fined over a more long-term basis. Each can !earn something
from the other, and the greater the degree of understanding, the
less likely will counterpitductive arguments occur.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor and -)irector
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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INTRODUCTION

Once distinct and separate educational delivery systems
traditiona! postsecondary education and education provided by
employers (or "corporate education")have begun to tread
some common paths. The essential point of merger is the for-
mal recognition of postsecondary education institutions, pro-
grams, participants, and courses.

The purpose of this monograph is to clarify the relationship
between corporations and universities by focusing on what is
actually occurring in corporate classrooms and charting some
directions for mutual understanding between potential col-
leagues. Its thrust is to put corporate education into the context
of higher education. "Industry is. . .no less a segment of the
nation's educational system than our colleges and universities,
technical institutes, and other schools" (Lusterman 1977, p. 3).

Much of the literature on education and training in noncolle-
giate, primarily corporate, settings begins with the distinction
between education and training (Branscomb and Gilmore
1975), because for many years educators have viewed
corporate-sponsored instruction as training in the most limited
sense. This view no longer adequately reflects what goes on in
corporate classrooms, however. Precisely because of the expan-
sion of corporate instruction into more traditionally delivered
education, in fact, college and university administrators need
to recognize instruction by employers.

The distinction between education and training should not be
construed too strictly, as the line between the theoretical basis
of knowledge and the practical application of knowledge is
very difficult to draw and the differences between training and
education have become less distinct. Four-year colleges that
started offering engineering and other applied programs were
thought to be too vocational and not worthy of an academic in-
stitution (Brubacher and Rudy 1976). Mt emergence of com-
munity colleges saw the award of associate degrees for many
types of vocational/occupational training. And in more recent
years, business and industry have started to offer courses for
college credit that had been considered to be solely the domain
of traditional higher education (Eurich 1985; Hawthorne,
Libby, and Nash 1983; Lynton 1984). If it were ever clear that
training belonged in industry and education in colleges and uni-
versities, it is not so today. Nevertheless, the terminology is
used interchangeably, because the delineation in actual practice
is not always clear.

Formal Recognition of Employer-Sponsored Instruction 1
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The following terms are used throughout this monograph
with the following meanings:

"Corporate college" describes a degree-granting institu-
tion established by an entity whose major mission is some-
thing other than education.
"Corporate education" means education offered by a
business or industry for its own employees.

What is new in corporate education is that corporations,
rather than relying on colleges and universities to offer credit-
bearing classzs and to grant degrees in areas of interest to busi-
ness and industry, have increasingly begun to do so them-
selves. Rather than being a radical departure from previous
practice, however, these efforts should be viewed as a logical
extension of long-standing corporate activities. Unfortunately.
the exact dimensions of corporate education are not known, but
the history and current status of corporate education indicate a
long-standing, extensive enterprise that includes considerable
differences in delivery systems, depending on such factors as
the nature of the industry, the size of the company, the extent
of internal proprietary information, geographic location, and
executive-level support.

The most substantive fact obscuring the distinction between
educational services offered by colleges and universities and
those offered by business and industry is the presence on the
scene of American postsecondary education of a few institu-
tions whose roots as educational organizations are somewhat
unorthodox. These "corporate colleges" begun by noneduca-
tional entities offer collegiate degrees (Hawthorne, Libby, and
Nash 1983). Of 3,000 institutions of higher learning identified
in the United States (Carnegie Council 1980), 21 are consid-
ered "corporate colleges." While that number appears to rep-
lesent a minor component, it is misleading, because behind the
more visible corporate colleges looms the "shadow educational
system.' (John 1. Dunlop quoted in Weeks 1975). Such
degree-granting institutions (and the degree-granting proprietary
institutions) are only the most striking feature of what has be-
come the large enterprise referred to as "corporate education."

Several recent studies allow us to present the outline of this
shadow educational system in terms of dollars spent, courses
offered, and numbers and kinds of students served. These fig-

15



ures demonstrate that a diverse and widespread alternatt, educa-
tional system is indeed available to many working adults.

At present, formal recognition is conferred upon institutions
by what has come to be known as the "triad " thc federal
government, the state governments, and the private accrediting
agencies. This report discusses recognition processes in post-
secondary education, giving special emphasis to corporate edu-
cation. It includes an analysis of issues surrounding recognition
that are relevant to both traditional institutions of postsecondary
education and the corporate educators.

The increasing interest in formal recognition by corporations
suggests that an excellent opportunity exists to promote discus-
sion between the two sectors to address a shared problem: how
best to prepare Americans for work, to continue the education
of workers, and to educate citizens who will live in a period of
demographic, technological, and economic changes that are
creating problems, stresses, and opportunities unparalleled in
American history.

Formal Recognition of Employer-Sponsored Instruction
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THE EXTENT OF CORPORATE EDUCATION

Corporate education is an extensive, multifaceted endeavor,
costing billions of dollars, educating millions of people, and
absorbing many working hours annually (Carnevale 1986; Car-
nevale and Goldstein 1983; Eurich 1985; Honan 1982; Luster-
man 1977, 1985; Lynton 1984; McGehee and Thayer 1961;
Miner 1977; Morse 1984). While few statistics are available to
document this statement, several studies of corporate education,
even though not recisely comparable, provide a general under-
standing of the practices in corporate education.

Cost
Estimates on the amount of money spent on corporate educa-
tion vary greatly, and variations in cost accounting and record
keeping are major reasons for the inconsistent data on cost (see
Anderson and Kas1 1982 for a structure to standardize account-
ing procedures). Some companies, for example, consider the
salaries and wages of trainees as a cost; others do not.

Diffuse accountability for training costs makes comprehen-
sive cost accounting within a firm very difficult. Some ex-
penses properly chargeable to education, such as travel to an
outside seminar, can be buried in a travel budget. Some com-
panics consider training strictly a plant or divisional function;
thus, no companywide figures are available. In other cases, a
central training unit charges other units per participant, but a
systematic method to determine how much will be charged is
not neces. arily available. And the treatment of cost information
differs when training is treated as an investment (Becker 1975;
Flamholtz 19,74; Schultz 1971) from when it is treated as a cost
(the case in n-lore traditional accounting procedures).

The inagnituele of corporate spending on educationranging
from $2 billion annually (Lusterman 1977) to $20-40 billion
annually (Lynton n d.) to $100 billion (Gilbert 1976) to more
recent estimates of S10 billion annually (Craig and Evers 1981;
Morse 1984) becomes clearer when it is compared to spend-
ing for traditional higher education. Combined federal, state,
and local expenditures for public higher education in 1980-81,
for example, were $31.4 bil:ion (National Center for Education
Statistics 1984). In 1985, all expenditures for postsecondary ed-
ucation in the United States were $94 billion, compared to $30
billion for formal employi.e education and $180 billion for in-
formal, on-the-job employee training (Carnevale 1986).

Perhaps a more telling comparison is between two individual
institutions. Before its breakup, AT&T's annual education and

Corporate
education is
an extensive,
multifaceted
endeavor,
costing
billions of
dollars,
educating
millions of
people, and
absorbing
many working
hours
annually.
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training budget of $700 million was three times MIT's annual
budget of $222 million. Of course, much of the education and
training at AT&T is not comparable to the education at MIT;
nevertheless, it is clear that institutions whose primary purpose
is something other than education are spending amounts on ed-
ucation at least comparable to and often exceeding those spent
at colleges and universities (Hodgkinson 1981).

Not all companies spend equal amounts on education and
training, and not all industries invest similarly in employee ed-
ucation; furthermore, corporate training funds are spent on a
variety of activities. The larger the corporation, the more it
spends per employee on education and training. Because of
their size, the largest corporations not only spend more per em-
ployee but also spend more in absolute terms. Further, larger
corporations are more likely to spend money on in-house train-
ing and less on tuition reimbursement. The corporations that
spend the most money clearly prefer to develop their own edu-
cation programs.

Participation
Education across firms and industries is not comparable, nor do
employees partake equally of education and training. The
variance depends upon several factors: company size and type,
the employee's job function, the type of course, and factors at
individual companies. The industries showing the greatest rate
of participation by employees are manufacturing, trade, trans-
portation and public utilities, and construction (Carnevale and
Goldstein 1983).

In 1975, approximately 13 percent of employees working in
companies employing over 500 employees (4 4 million persons)
took part in a company-sponsored course (3.7 million, or
11 percent, during working hours and 700,000, or 2 percent,
after hours), and another 4 percent (1.3 million persons) took
part ih tuition aid programs. The percentage (13) is roughly the
same for all companies with 1,000 or more employees but 10
percent for companies with 500 to 999 employees (Luster-
man 1977),

In 1978, 6.8 million to 8 million employees participated in
corporate-sponsored education and training (Goldstein 1982).
And by 1985, participation among upper-level employees had
increased (senior or upper-middle managers, 49 percent; middle
managers, 66 percent; first-line supervisors, 72 percent; profes-
sional and technical employees, 63 percent) (Lusterman 1985,
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p. 7), particularly in financial institutions. Those marked in-
creases can in part be attributed to the deregulation of the bank-
ing industry, requiring employees to be more knowledgeable
about new policies and practices.

Participation within firms varies, but generally participating
employees represent a small portion of all employees within a
firm- -from 7 percent (Lynton 1984, p. 41) to 12.5 percent
(Carnevale 1986, p. 20). Even so, those percentages mean that,
by the beginning of the 1980s, an estimated 172 million em-
ployees attended a course provided by their employers (Adams
et al. 1983).1

For white-collar employees, the participation rates are
particularly high. A 1968 study estimated that 9 million out of
35 million white-collar employees (25 percent) would be ex-
posed to some type of employer-provided training (Quacken-
boss 1969). In another study, 47 percent of all first-line super-
visors and 46 percent of all middle managers participated in
company-sponsored in-house programs (Miner 1977). Some
companies require participation of all employees. In other com-
panies, individuals are chosen on the basis of need or on
supervisors' recommendations, usually for individuals being
considered for promotion.

A substantial percentage of employees also attend outside
courses. While the percentage is smaller for first-line supervi-
sors, 10 percent or fewer attended professional or trade associa-
tion meetings or job-related seminars, and 9 percent attended
university-related programs lasting two tl eight weeks. Middle
managers were more likely than first-line supervisors to receive
outside training: "Twenty percent or more attended profes-
sional or trade association meetings, 10 percent or less attended
job-related seminars, and 26 percent attended university devel-
opment programs" (Miner 1977).

Participants in corporate education are most likely to be 25
to 44 years old, with participation declining as employees age
(Carnevale and Goldstein 1983, p. 56). The more education an
employee has, the more he or she is likely to attend in-house
training programs (p. 57). Technical and managerial employees
account for 50.4 percent of trainees, even though they account
for only 27.8 percent of all employees. Men receive more

I As data are not available on the average number of courses employees attend
in a year. It is impossible to generate a true figure of how many different em-
ployees take advantage of empinyer-sponsored education

Formal Recognition of Employer-Sponsored Instruction 7
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training than women, "consistent with the preponderance
of men in most of the occupations likely to receive training"
(p. 53).

Nonmanagement employees also receive training, although
not to the extent that management-level (or those aspiring to
management) employees do. In 8 percent of the companies in
one study (Miner 1977), 100 percent of the employees partici-
pated in in-house programs during working hours. For another
8 percent of the companies, 50 to 80 percent of the employees
participated in such programs. Ten percent or more of employ-
ees participated in in-house programs during company time in
41 percent of the companies. In an additional 16 percent of the
companies, 10 percent or more of the employees participated in
courses outside the working day (Lusterman 1977).

Top-level executives are far more likely than other employ-
ees to attend college and university courses. This participation
is more likely in larger companies than in smaller ones, and in
nonmanufacturing or nonbusiness companies than in manufac-
turing companies (Miner 1977). While managerial, profes-
sional, technical, and sales personnel in one study were edu-
cated predominantly by schools (66 percent), only 15 percent
of such education was provided by formal company programs
(Carnevale 1986). Overall, informal on-the-job training was the
primary source of education and training for all other occupa-
tional groups (including service occupations, farming, forestry,
and fishing, craftsmen, machine operators, and laborers). Re-
training, however, was a more frequent application of formal
company programs for all occupational groups.

Providers
Education for employees is provided in a number of ways:
directly by firms for their own employees, by utside consul-
tants, at college- and university-based semina s and short
courses for management-level executives. C rporations gener-
ally pay for their employees to participate in such courses, but
they also reimburse employees for courses taken at colleges and
universities.

Corporations themselves, providing direct instruction to their
employees, are by far the single largest provider of corporate
education. In 1975, 80 percent of the money spent for educa-
tion and training was spent on in-house company programs
(Lusterman 1977). Eleven percent of that money was spent for
tuition air,, 9 percent for other outside courses. The trend is

20



toward widening the gap with more internal training (Luster-
man 1985).

Various industries spend their education dollars quite differ-
ently. Financial and insurance institutions spend 70 percent of
dollars for education on in-house courses, 19 percent on tuition
aid, and 11 percent on other outside courses. The industry that
spends the second largest amount on employees' education
transportation, communications, and utilitiesspends 87 per-
cent of its money on in-house courses, 6 percent on tuition aid,
and 7 percent on other outside courses. Wholesale and retail
manufacturers, who ..tend the least amount on employees' edu-
cation, spend 77 percent on in-house courses, 9 percent on
tuition aid, and 14 percent on other outside courses (Luster-
man 1977).

As might be expected, larger companies spend more money
on in-house programs than smaller companies, for they have
the resources and need to develop extensive in-house training
and can do it most economically because of their size. Compa-
nies with 10,000 or more employees spend 87 percent of their
money on in-house courses, 7 percent on tuition aid, and 6 per-
cent on other outside courses. At the other end of the scale,
companies with 1,000 to 2,499 employees spend 43 percent of
their education dollars on in-house courses, 33 percent on tui-
tion aid, and 24 percent or other outside courses (Lusterman
1977). Because outside courses are expensive, some companies
spend more on them than on in-house courses, although many
fewer employees are involved.

While more companies have tuition aid programs available
than other programs (Miner 1977), the reasons for the popular-
ity of such a benefit have not been fully researched. Despite
the number of tuition aid programs available, however, the rate
of use of tuition aid is low, and the number of people attending
in-house courses (generally offered during working hours) is
much greater than those attending colleges or universities at
their employer's expense (either during or after working hours)
(Miner 1977).

Seme of the education provided by firms for their employees
is credit bearing; some is not. Courses taken under a tuition
reimbursement plan are generally collegiate credit-bearing
courses. Courses taken outside the firmcontinuing education
type coursesmay or may not offer credit. They are generally
administered within workers' units rather than through person-
nel or other centralized offices, although the practice varies.
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The preparation of corporate trainers has changed in recent
years, although not consistently so. Size of corporate training
staffs has been increasing, with marked growth in financial in-
stitutions and less dramatic change in industrial firms (Luster-
man 1985). Respondents in one survey indicate a growing in-
terest in "professionalizing" the training function and reducing
the number of individuals who rotate in and out of training de-
partments. Firms pay more attention to specialization, usually
in technical areas, while seeking specialists in program design,
instructional design, and writing.

The growing use of sophisticated instructional technology
stimulates the demand for individuals with special expertise
(Office of Technology Assessment 1982). The demand in this
area has in part sparked the beginning of degree programs in
several colleges and universities at the baccalaureate, master's,
and doctoral levels (American Society for Training and Devel-
opment 1981; Hawthorne 1983).

The benefits and costs of using line managers (trained as
educators or not) to provide instruction in specified areas con-
tinue to be discussed (Lusterman 1985), even as more line
managers are being used in the delivery of educational services
to corporate employees (Olson 1986).

Curricula
The curricula of corporate education run the gamut from basic
remedial education (Lusterman 1977) to master's and doctoral
degrees (Baker 1983; Eurich 1985; Hawthorne, Libby, and
Nash 1983; Morse 1984), and courses vary in length from one-
time sessions to extensive programs. Some training programs
last three to four weeks (Lusterman 1977), while apprenticeship
programs generally last two to four years. Other courses are
roughly equivalent in length to a college semester.

In -house courser, can be divided into three basic types:
managerial, functional-technical, and basic remedial. Manage-
ment development includes such courses as principles of man-
agement, management by objectives, and decision making.
Functional-technical courses include production, sales, and
computer literacy. Basic remedial education is just that: read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic (Lusterman 1977).

More than half the companies in one survey offered courses
in management development and the functional-technical area,
while 10 percent offered courses in basic remedial education
(Lusternian 1977). Twenty-seven percent of the management
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development courses and 21 percent of the technical-functional
courses were 30 hours or longer, indicating substantial course
content. Most of the money was devoted to and most of the
students enrolled in functional-technical courses. Seventy-four
percent of the total dollars were spent on functional-technical
courses, and 61 percent of attending students took those
courses. On the other hand, 24 percent of the dollars and 37
percent of the students were found in managerial courses. The
remaining 2 percent of both money and students were in the
basic remedial and other courses (Lusterman 1977).

Another survey found that the most frequently provided
courses included supervisory skills, orientation of new employ-
ees, management skills and development, communication
skills, and updating knowledge in technical skills (Zemke
1983). Yet another found that subject areas taught in-house are
most likely to include business (59.1 percent of the firms
in the survey), engineering and related fields (64.3 percent),
personal services (59.7 percent), agriculture resources (65 per-
cent), and interdisciplinary studies like basic adult education
(87.7 percent) (Carnevale and Goldstein 1983).

Outside and after-hours courses tend to include broader
subject matter than in-house courses offered during working
hours. Of the companies surveyed by Lusterman, 39 percent
offered after-hours courses. Most companies (36 percent of the
total population or 92 percent of those offering after-hours
courses) offered job- or career-related courses. Several more (5
percent of all corporations) sponsored basic and remedial
courses, and 4 percent of all corporations offered courses on
other subjects, for example, dressmaking, personal finances and
budgeting, home and car repair (Lusterman 1977, p. 40).
(Numbers total more than 39 percent because some companies
offered more than one kind of course.)

Management and supervisory training courses include such
courses as communications, human relations, decision making,
planning, and problem solving. Data processing courses also
vary, consisting of technical, programming courses for person-
nel who use the systems daily as well as courses in electronic
data processing management for all levels of operational per-
sonnel. Many companies offer in-house courses in computer
concepts for executives not directly involved in data processing
(Quackenboss 1969).

Courses for managers and nonmanagers vary greatly.
Courses for managers tend to be in areas such as employee
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relations, communications, wage and salary administration, and
equal employment opportunity/affirmative action (Miner 1977),
while courses for nonmanagers include an almost limitless
number of subjectsfrom telephone courtesy and job skills
specific to one industry to accounting, engineering, instrumen-
tation, and mechanics (Miner 1978). Most courses are related
to the job; very few companies offer courses in history and phi-
losophy, although some do and also make available personal
development courses in after-hours programs (for example,
NCR's Owl College).

In some cases, managers take nonma:iagement courses and
nonmanagers take courses aimed at managers. A manager, for
example, might take a course in computers, while many enroll-
ees in management courses ale being considered for promotion.
The relationship between coursework and career progression is
not clear, however, and merits additional study (Carnevale
1986).

Methods of Instruction
Although much corporate education is conducted using the
traditional methods of lectures and discussions, the emphasis
has been shifting "from presentation to show-and-tell to learn-
ing by doing" (Lusterman 1977, p. 54). This shift is a logical
extension of the corporate complaint that college graduates are
too oriented toward theory and deficient on practice; corpora-
tions are practicing what they preach.

Almost all of the companies offering in-house courses for
managers use lectures and discussion (Lusterman 1977; Miner
1977). Ninety percent of the companies use films and video-
tapes; case studies, usually generated in-house, are another
popular method (Miner 1977). Courses for nonmanagers tend to
use more hands-on methods, following the early tradition of
apprenticeship programs.

Corporations have established vestibule schools, separate
areas in the factoly set up like the factory. Workers can learn
the skills they need without interfering with the work on the
shop floor. Their advantage over a strict lecture arrangement is
that students can immediately apply what they have learned,
not only making the lesson more meaningful to the student but
also providing instant feedback to the instructor on how well
students have understood the lesson (Lusterman 1985).

Many companies use role playing to teach a wicte variety of
interpersonal skills, particularly to bank tellers, salesmen, and
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clerical personnel who interact with the public. Managers are
taught how to interact with minorities and women in an effort
to avoid discrimination suits.

Programmed instruction, done at the student's convenience,
is another popular method (Miner 1977). It not only allows stu-
dents to proceed at their own pace but also frees up time
for the instructor to deal with problems. Because of the ex-
pense of video equipment, programmed instruction often uses
primarily books, audio equipment, and computers, but the use
of video equipment for firms with geographically scattered em-
ployees has been proved efficacious as well as economical
(Kearsley 1977; Wells 1977).

A few firms (Texas In'truments, for example) use sophisti-
cated instructional technviogy, such as satellites, to provide in-
struction to worldwide employees. Classrooms in many firms
(for example, NCR Management College, Xerox, Bell Labs,
Dana University) are equipped with state-of-the-art instructional
technology, translation systems for foreign languages, audiovis-
ual equipment, and computer equipmentboth to learn from
and about (see also Lusterman 1985; Morse 1984).

In addition, one-quarter of the companies in one survey had
separate facilities dedicated to training, and another third had
separate space (Peterfreund 1976). Some of the facilities, such
as Xerox's training center in Leesburg, Virginia, resemble col-
lege campuses. In these and many other cases, attention to the
ambience of the learning environment has been rigorous.

Organization
As might be expected, companies that spend a lot of money on
limning lia...e established extensive, sophisticated organizational
structures to administer their programs. Nevertheless, patterns
vary from company to company. Some companies have training
managers only at the corporate level, some only at the divi-
sional level, some at both levels (Lusterman 1977). One study
of 62 companies found that only three of them did not have
anyone assigned to corporate education (Peterfreund 1976). An-
other study found that two out of five firms have employees
who devote most of their time to training. The number of full-
time, or almost full-time, trainers is large and has been esti-
mates! at 45,000 ( Lusterman 1977).

Some large firms have separate education divisions, while
small firms might employ only a single trainer. In most firms,
education and training are part of the human resource develop-
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ment/personnel units. And more firms are including training in
line managers' responsibilities (Lusterman 1985).

Evaluation
A range of attention has been paid to the evaluation of in-house
courses. Some corporations spend little effort evaluating their
educational programs, including cost effectiveness. "In-house
training appears to be exempt from normal managerial decision
making, which is heavily cost oriented" (McQuigg 1980, p.
324). Efforts to apply cost-benefit and similar economic anal-
yses to managerial t-ining, in particular have had discouraging
results (Jones 1971; Woodward 1975), in part attributable to
the difficulty of costing benefits that are not readily translated
into a scale with the financial investments is the program. Even
though one economic evaluation (Kearsley 1982) and an in-
depth study of evaluation methodology applied in a corporate
management education program (Hawthorne forthcoming) merit
attention, the focus for many corporations is need, not cost. If
a corporation cannot find employees who can operate expen-
sive, sophisticated equipment, it must train them to do sore-
gardless of cost. The alternative is lost capacity at the best and
ruined equipment and industrial accidents at the worst.

Sonic firms, however, are actively involved in evaluation
(Deere & Company. for example) (Hickerson and Litchfield
1978). Much of it is infomial, but the more formal efforts in-
clude questionnaires, pre- and posttraining measurements of
performance and/or knowledge, interviews, and supervisors'
evaluations of the effectiveness of the courses immediately after
the course and three to six months later (Miner 1977).

Early evaluation began with an interest in participants' com-
fort and satisfaction ("Was the room well-lighted?" "Were the
chairs comfortable?") at a period when much of the training
was promoted as a privilege available to employees whom the
company especially valued and in whom the company expected
its investment to pay off. Much evaluation in the sixties and
early seventies was conducted by psychologists, and the focus
was on attitude and short-term acquisition of knowledge (Blu-
menfeld 1966; Blumenfeld and Crane 1973; Campbell et al.
1970; Clement 1981).

More recently, evaluating outcomes has been more seriously
attempted (Hamblin 1974; Hogarth 1979), and different evalua-
tion models are being applied to corporate education (Hamblin
1974; Kirkpatrick 1967, 1979; Stufflebeam 1974). The transi-
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tion from primarily manual and production training to sophisti-
cated instruction with a focus on management education has re-
quired more sophisticated methods of evaluation.

The current widespread interest in the evaluation of the
impact of employee education on organizational productivity
(Hamblin 1974; National Technical Information Service 1983.
1984; Office of Personnel Management 1979; Rittenhouse,
Breit ler, and Phillips 1980) increasingly involves supervisors of
training program participants in the evaluations (Hogarth 1979).
Multiple criteria are used more often than in the past, and
group performance is being used as a criterion for evaluation
in more firms (Lusterman 1985).

Applying evaluation strategies in corporate settings entails
practical difficulties. While these difficulties have not been sys-
tematically explored, a key factor required for successful evalu-
ation is the sophistication of the training manager with regard
to evaluation. The amount of influence a training manager is
able and willing to bring to bear to ensure full participation of
all employees is a significant variable in successful evaluation
and in the way in which (or whether) the findings are used.

How findings are used in a firm affects participation in later
evaluations. Ten uses are most common: (I) to provide feed-
back to decision makers. (2) to improve the training program.
(3) to gain knowledge of employees' skill levels, (4) to provide
feedback to participants, (5) to build status and prestige for the
training unit, (6) .o study employees' effectiveness, (7) to ana-
lyze costs, (8) to identify future leaders of the organization. (9)
to gain information for performance analysis, and (10) to place
employees in units where they will be most beneficial to the
organization's goals (Brinkerhoff 1981).

Corporate Colleges
The ultimate extension of corporate education is a degree-
granting college. Generally. corporations have not taken that
step, leaving credit- and degree-granting authority to existing
colleges and universities. In some instances. however, corpora-
tions have founded degree-granting institutions or "corporate
colleges" (Hawthorne. Libby, and Nash 1983) (see table I).

A corporate college is an institution offering postsecondary
degrees that was initially established by a nondenominational'`

*Irving Ii Dayton (Montana Conitn of Higher Education). personal
communication
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TABLE 1

CORPORATE COLLEGES

Original

Receipt of
Degree-

Granting
Nongovernmental

Accrediting
Name Location Sponsor Privilege Agencies*

Manufacturing
Chrysler Institute of MI Chrysler Corp. 1931
Engineering 1983

IL Chrysler Corp. 1984
MO Chrysler Corp. 1985

GMI Engineering and MI General Motors 1945 North Central.
Management Institute NATFS, ABET
Institute of Textile
Technology

VA North American
textile corporations

1944 Appl. SACS

Institute of Paper WV' Paper manufacturers 1929 North Central
Chemistry

Philadelphia College of
Textiles and Sciences

PA Theodore Search.
textile manufacturers

1955 Middle States

Degrees
Awarded

Master's4
Associate
Associate
Associate

Bachelor's

Master's,
Ph.D.

Master's,
Ph.D.

Associate.
Blehe-
lor's,

i , 2 d MBA



J

Northrop University CA Northrop Corp 1958 Western. State Associate.
Bar of Cal. Bache-

lor's.
Master's.
J.D

Policy
Rand Graduate Institute
of Policy Studies

CA Rand Corp. 1970 Western Ph.D.

Insurance and Banking
College of Insurance NY Insurance Society

of NY
1962 Middle States Associate.

Bachelor's

American Institute of MA AIB Boston 1979 Cand. N.E. Associate
Banking IL AIB Chicago 1985 Associate

Allied Health
Institute of Health MA Mass. Gen. Hosp 1977 Cand. N E. Master's
Professions

College of Health VA Comm. Hosp. of 1982 Cand. SACS Associate
Sciences Roanoke Valley Cand. NLN

Bishop Clarkson NE Bishop Clarkson 1982 North Central. Bachelor's
College of Nursing Hospital Appl. NLN

Architecture
Boston Architectural MA Boston Architec ,ral 1979 National Arch. Bachelor's
Center Club Accr Bd.
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Table 1 (continued)

Management
Institute of Management NY American Applied Master's
Competency Management 1981 planned

CA Association Applied Mastei 's
1982 planned

Industrial Management IL Midwest Industrial 1984 Plans to apply Associate
Institute Management North Central

Association

Arthur D. Little MA A.D. Little, Inc 1973 N.E Master's
Management
Education Institute

Technical
Stat-A-Matrix Institute NJ Stat-A-Matrix Applying to N.J. Master's

planned

Wang Institute of Graduate MA Dr. An Wang 1981 N.E. Master's
StudiesL (Wang Labs)

Other
University Associates CA University 1979 Master's
Graduate School of Associates
Human Resource
Development \I



Independent Proprietary
CIBAR Systems Institute CO CIBAR. 1974 Mastersa
McDonald's Hamburger IL McDonald's 1985 AssociateUnivei sky'

Wholly. Owned Proprietary
DeVry Institute of 11 sites Bell & Howell
Technology (purchased 1967)
National Education FL Private institution 19848 Associate
Center

Watterson KY Metridata Bachelor's
Katherine Gibbs MA. CT.

other sites
McGraw-Hill Associate

*ABET = Accreditation Bord for Engineering and Technology
NATTS = National Assoc, (ion of Trade and Technical Schools
NLN = National League of Nursing
SACS = Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

'Has had authority to grant Master's degrees in automotive engineering ,like 1931. Since 1967 pros ides internship site and supervision. but students take
cou:sework at local universities, from which they receive degrees
t'Has had degree-granting authority, but the degree students receive is awareed by Lawrence University
`Merged with Boston University in 1987
dNo longer offers degrees. providing coursework only.
'Name is temporary. operating as a proprietary institution ,ntil degree-granting authority granted
Not an exhaustive list
The National Education Corporation purchased Broward Junior College in 1984
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entity, for profit or nonprofit, whose primry mission was
something other than granting collegiate degrees. The primary
interest continues to be in employers' creating colleges to de-
velop, maintain, or upgrade their own employees' skills, even
when nonemployees are allowed to enroll. The degree-granting
characteristic moves corporate education out of a purely private
arena into the public one.

A finer discrimination of what appeared earlier to be a
simple phenomenon is called for however, and this monograph
therefore subdivides corporate colleges into corporate colleges
that were established as nonprofit educational endeavors, those
that were established as for-profit educational enterprises, and
those that were purchased as for-profit educational endeavors.
Proprietary institutions currently being developed and expanded
present a different challenge to academe than nonprofit colleges
and are worthy of additional study (Lynton 1984). While it is
perceived that the bulk of proprietary schools compete in the
same arena as community colleges, further research is neces-
sary to understand better the arenas where different types of in-
stitutions operate.

The largest group, owned and operated by the National
Education Corporation (NEC) in Newport Beach, California,
offers courses in fields as diverse as robotics and advanced
electronics and medical office management. Its annual revenues
from industrial training are estimated at $12 millionin addi-
tion to NEC's 43 proprietary vocational schools that account
for $115 million (Fortune 14 October 1985, p. 74). While two-
year degree programs are the dominant of program of-
fered, NEC has recently sought to offer baccalaureate degrees,
entering the arena with Bell and Howe!!'s DeVry, Inc., and
ITT's electronic schools (Forbes 17 February 1984, p. 117).
Thus, a long-standing training business is moving more and
more in the direction of the traditional nonprofit education sys-
tem, and the interest in formal recognition by the proprietary
schools merits attention by scholars and practitioners of post-
secondary education.

At present, 21 corporate colleges in 11 states have degree-
granting authority (excluding the wholly owned proprietary in-
stitutions). Almost all began by offering programs in specifi-
cally defined fields of study. For example, the Institute of Tex-
tile Technology offers programs only in textile technology, the
Boston Architectural Center offers only architectural courses,
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and the Arthur D. Little Management Education Institute offers
only a program in management for developing countries.

Chrysler Institute of Engineering began offering master's de-
grees in automotive engineering in 1931. Since 1967, however,
it discontinued offering the degree, in part because of the
high costs of facilities, and new serves as the site for intern-
ships for students enrolled in degree-granting programs at sev-
eral metropolitan Detroit universities. Chrysler recruits the stu-
dents; those who successfully complete the program can expect
a job with Chrysler upon graduation. Since 1983, Chrysler has
been granting associate degrees in a program built upon a cer-
tificate program begun in 1971 primarily to participate in job-
training programs (like CETA and the Job 'Training Partnership
Act) sponsored by the federal government (Morse 1984).
Chrysler Institute also has degree-granting authority in Illinois
and has applied for it in Missouri. Some divisions of Chrysler
Institute are proprietary; others are nonprofit.

CIBAR Systems Institute in every way fulfills the definition
of a corporate college except that it is proprietary. It was spun
off from the parent corporation, a software development firm,
in response to customers' requests for information about the de-
velopment of software. The Institute offers a master's degree in
software development and a certificate program. Several col-
leges throughout the country contract with CIBAR to teach the
software classes for their students, who travel to Colorado
Springs. In those cases, students earn college credit from their
own colleges for classes taught by CIBAR. Several corpora-
tions also send their employees to CIBAR for classes.

The pattern of development of corporate colleges has keen to
begin with a single focusgenerally meeting a corpciation's
needsand over time to expand their offerings. Northrop Uni-
versity, for example, was begun as a technical training school
for aircraft mechanics during World War II. It now offers a
complex array of undergraduate and graduate programs, includ-
ing a law school, and operates as an independent institution of
higher education. The current bulletin of the Wang Institute of
C-aduate Studies refers to its software engineering master's de-
gree program as its "first" program. While it is the only
program, it does suggest that more are likely to follow.

Corporations have formed corporate colleges through the
professional and trade associations to which they belonglike,
for example, the American Institute of Banking and the Mid-
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west Industrial Management Association. Almost invariably,
the corporate colleges were formed to meet a need not filled by
higher education. Wang Institute was founded when Dr. An
Wang could not convince any Boston area colleges to offer a
satisfactory degree program in computer software engineer-
ing,*2 and the Institute of Textile Technology was founded and
supported by textile firms to provide themselves with skilled re-
searchers and managers.

On the other hand, the National Technological University
was conceived of and developed by a consortium of colleges
and corporations, not by corporations alone. It employs sophis-
ticated technology to deliver education to participants electroni-
cally, suggesting a particular application for employees in sites
that are rural or distant from colleges and universities. Partici-
pants in NTU are for the most part corporate employees. In
that sense, NTU functions as a corporate college might. But the
direct and active involvement of colleges and universities
suggests a creative way to meet educational needs of employees
in the context of traditional education (Eurich 1985).

Corporate colleges tend toward graduate or first professional
degrees. GMI specializes in engineering, the Institute of Health
Professions in graduate programs in nursing and allied health
professions, and Wang Institute in computer software engineer-
ing at the master's level. The Rand Graduate Institute of Policy
Studies offers just a doctorate, the Institute of Textile Technol-
ogy only a master's and a doctorate, and the Arthur D. Little
Management Education Institute only a master's degree. Once
corporate colleges obtain degree-granting authority, they tend to
seek accreditation, often because it is good business.3

*Cynthia Johnston (Wang Institute corporate liaison) 1982. personal communi-
cation
2 Wang Institute affiliated with Boston University in 1987
3 A slightly different twist can be seen in the background of the American
College in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania The American College began in the
1930s as the American College of Life Underwriters For many years. it issued
the Certified Life Underwriters certificate for insurance company employees In
the mid-1970s. the American College earned degree-granting authority from th.)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and now grants a Master of Financial Services
At first look, this institution is a "corporate college Despite funding in the
beginning from insurance companies. however, the American College was
started by a professor at the University of Pennsylvania because the nature of
the education was viewed as inappropriate for an institution of the standing of
the University tf Pennsylvania For purposes of discussion here, however. one
might no._ that the American College was begun for the same reasons that the
corporate colleges were begun. but not by employers (Iiunch 1985).
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Summary
Corporate education is a far-r'aching enterprise, employing and
educating thousands of people and spending billions of dollars,
and traditional higher education has much to learn about it.
Corporations are committed to their educational efforts, and
they are likely to increase those efforts: The need for employee
training is growing as a result of demographic changes, a
decline in productivity per worker, impending shortages of
entry-level workers, a higher proportion of poor and minorities,
and more workers seeking self-fulfillment rather than simply
job advancement (Carnevale and Goldstein 1983; Hawthorne,
Libby, and Nash 1983; Morse 1984).
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Employer-Sponsored Instruction
Corporate and collegiate education arose for different reasons,
to serve a variety of social and economic needs. As time has
progressed, however, they have moved closer together. While
each has its special mission, the sharp distinction no longer ex-
ists that once existed between corporate training and collegiate
education.

The earliest form of formal corporate education was the ap-
prenticeship. Young men were apprenticed to a master crafts-
man, who assisted them to learn the skills required for the
work the apprentice aspired to do. Transformation from an ap-
prentice to a master was informal; no bar exams or CPA
exams had to be passed (Rudolph 1962).

Factory schools and vestibule schools form the basis of
corporate- or employer-sponsored instruction today. The focus
of the earliest employee training was on technical skills or
manual workers.

With the advent of the industrial revolution, the production
of goods moved out of the home or the individual shop into the
corporate factory. Preparing workers for a new kind of work
necessitated a change in training methods. One response, in ad-
dition to on-the-job training, was factory schools. They were
formed as early as 1872, the first by Hoe and Company in New
York, which trained machinists to manufacture printing presses.
Between 1872 and 1901, at least five such schools were estab-
lished (Steinmetz 1976), and by 1916, over 60,000 young men
were enrolled in such schools. When the National Association
of Corporate Schools merged with the American Management
Association in 1922, it was reported to have over 150 members
(Clark and Sloan 1958). Soon such programs replaced appren-
ticeships as the mainstay of employee training.

The development of vestibule schools was influenced by the
efficiency studies carried out by Gantt and by Taylor (Bendix
1956; Kelly 1919). Special job bosses in the plants generally
conducted training sessions. (While women were frequently
trained in these schools, they were trained only by women.)
Productivity measures were used to determine the effectiveness
of the training (Kelly 1919).

The first formal training program for salesmen was estab-
lished by John H. Patterson, founder and president of the Na-
tional Cash Register Company in Dayton, Ohio (now NCR,
Inc.), in 1893 (Crowther 1923). Salesmen developed systematic
sales methods in the field and communicated them to Dayton,

While each
has its special
mission, the
sharp
distinction no
longer exists
that once
existed
between
corporate
training and
collegiate
education.
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where structured training materials were developed and classes
conducted.

Attention turned from the training of blue-collar workers and
salesmen to the training of foremen. A survey of companies of-
fering courses in foremanship conducted in 1925 and 1926 re-
ported that in 1924-25, 100 courses were offered but that one
year later, 324 courses were provided to employees. By the
1920s, training of various types of employees by their firms
was an integral part of corporate life.

An additional element in the story of corporate training is the
formation of professional associations of individuals involved in
training in industry. The National Association of Corporate
Schools was begun by a group of 60 industrial educators rep-
resenting 34 companies in 1913, who felt the need for such an
organization because they did not get along with educators! In
1923, this group became the American Management Associa-
tion (Steinmetz 1976). Other groups included the Petroleum In-
dustry Training Directors (1939) and the American Society of
Training Directors (1945), later to be called the American Soci-
ety for Training and Development (ASTD) (Steinmetz 1976).
The National Society of Sales Training Executives was started
in 1940 (Craig and Evers 1981).

The depression brought with it a pronounced ne,:d to rehabil-
it ite workers for new kinds of work (Davis 1933). The effect
of the depression was not only its jolt of the economic and so-
cial order but also, in anticipation of future change, a recogni-
tion of the continuing need to train employees so that they
may be able to adjust when changes are necessary" (Davis
1935, p. 7).

The education of workers before World War H was, how-
ever, undertaken in quarters other than corporations and busi-
nesses. Strong involvement by labor unions has been a theme
throughout the history of corporate education (Olson 1986, p.
34). In some cases, unions provided education directly, such as
that provided by the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union (Hader and Lindeman 1929). The federal government,
with such peacetime programs as the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration, the Smith-Hin,,hes Act of 1917, and the Voca-
tional Education Acts of 1946, promoted the education of
workers. Colleges and universitieshigh schools, toopiayed
significant roles in educating workers.

The beginning of World War II saw training opportunities
for skilled and unskilled workers, retraining initiatives, and ed-
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ucation in basic skills in place (Steinmetz 1976). World War 11
significantly affected the growth of corporate education, partic-
ularly as a result of the focus on education of management.

Two wartime programs in particular contributed to the devel-
opment of education in industrythe Engineering, Science,
and Management War Training (ESMWT) program, conducted
by colleges and universities to train skilled professionals for
wartime work, and Training within Industry (TWI). While the
ESMWT program formed the basis of many contemporary col-
legiate continuing education programs (Steinmetz 1976), TWI
was the genesis of management education in industry and had
two major objectives: (1) to help plant managers train supervi-
sors to improve their supervisory skills and (2) to increase the
acceptance of TWI assistance by trainers and managers. One
result of TWI that has had a lasting effect on corporate educa-
tion in general and on management education specifically was
the development of a cadre of professional trainers ("Training
within Industry" n.d.).

Wartime dramatically affected corporate education ( I ) by
focusing on the importance of training for work, (2) by mo-
bilizing trainers from private industry in large-scale training
where they developed training materials later used in peace-
time, and (3) by exposing many workers at all levels to
training in the context of work that needs to be done (Haw-
thorne forthcoming).

Following the war, the dominant type of employer-sponscred
instruction was the orientation of employeesboth employees
new to the firm and current employees beginning new positions
in the firm. Such training was developed to stem attrition
as well as to foster loyalty to the company (Clark and Sloan
1958). While such training continues to be a common feature
of corporate education, it hardly dominates the picture as it did
after the war.

As World War II began, the United States had a voracious
appetite for greatly expanded industrial output (Kane 1941).
Early the war years, leaders from government and industry
recognized the need for highly skilled producers and for highly
trained managers. With the new emphasis on the role of the
manager, the emerging science of management as a field of in-
quiry supported by advances in theory in the behavioral sci-
ences entered the scene Likert 1961; Vroom 1964). The con-
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comitant postwar growth in the size of corporations in a dy-

namic peacetime economy further nurtured the development of

management education as available funds and differences in or-

ganization challenged old notions of management (Hawthorne

forthcoming).
Many corporate executives had been trained in technical

fields during the war and had had little coursework in the lib-

eral arts and humanities. The focus of managerial education in

the fifties, then, was on liberal education for top-level execu-

tives. It was thought that technically trained managers needed

exposure to the liberal arts to develop into sophisticated corpo-

rate leaders (Clark and Sloan 1958).
Corporations themselves continued to provide more education

for workers than training for managers (Clark and Sloan 1958).

In 1946, the National Industrial Conference Board reported that

"only slightly over 5 percent of 3,459 respondents reported

having an executive training program" (Clark and Sloan 1958).

General Electric established the first long-term internal ex-
ecutive education program, a nine-week program, in 1955

(Mahler 1976).
Management education became more widespread in the late

sixties and early seventies, but not before colleges and universi-

ties had been the major source of such corporate education.

Well-known programs offered by Harvard (the Advanced Man-

agement Program), Dartmouth, and Princeton led the way

(Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983).
The insurance industry was most active in educating employ-

ees in the rostwar years (Training within Industry Foundation
1950). Training facilities within the industry doubled from the

beginning of World War II to 1950 (Goodwin 1950, p. 15).
Corporate education is becoming more widespread and com-

plex, and the literature notes the following dimensions in the

structure of delivery systems:

A movement away from programmed ad hoc courses to

more individualized instruction (Peterfreund 1976);
More full-time trainers (membership in the American Soci-

ety of Training and Development was over 40,000 in

1985) (ASTD 1986a):
Growing numbers of academic programs preparing corpo-
rate trainers (at, for example, the National College of Edu-

cation, Northeastern Illinois University, and Johns Hop-

kins University) (ASTD 1981; Hawthorne 1983):
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A variety of expanded courses, including personal devel-
opment, management education, sophisticated technical
courscwork, and remedial skills;
More formal organizational arrangements for training
(Peterfreund 1976);

Assignment of permanent facilities for corporate training;
Growing interest in evaluation (Hawthorne forthcoming;
Morse 1984);
Increasing use of collegiate terminology in corporate
settings (Blount 1979);
A growing attention to formal academic recognition,
apparent in increased use of continuing education units
(CEUs) by business and industry and growth of both the
American Council on Education's and the New York Re-
gents' programs on noncollegiate-sponsored instruction;
The establishment of degree-granting institutions by non-
educational entities like corporations and hospitals that of-
fer associate, baccalaureate, master's, and doctoral degrees
in such fields as engineering, architecture, and nursing
(Eurich 1985; Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983);
Mounting use of instructional technology, such as Texas
Instruments's satellite system and the use of computer-
aided instruction at Hughes Aircraft (Morse 1984; Office
of Technology Assessment 1982).

Collegiate Education in the United States:
Preparation for Employment
The Puritan founders of Harvard College established the college
in 1636 to ensure that the Massachusetts Bay Colony had
educated gentlemen for the ministry and for public service
(Brubacher and Rudy 1976). The Puritan ethic valued education
because the ability to read the Bible was an act of godliness
(Brubacher and Rudy 1976; Rudolph 1962). In such an envi-
ronment, it is not surprising that a college was begun a scant
16 years after the first Pilgrims landed on these shores.

American collegiate education is rooted in the conviction that
the country needs educated citizens for secular and religious
service. While the classical curriculum of the colonial colleges
(with one course of study that served all students) served for
two centuries to educate community leaders (Brubacher and
Rudy 1976), many economic, geographic, and demographic
forces came into play after the Revolutionary War to cause a
reexamination of collegiate education in the United States.
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In 1817 in the Northwest Territory, Judge Augustus Wood-
ward and some colleagues conceived of a university that was to
serve as the capstone for the education system of the new
territory. The university was to be financed from public funds
to fulfill a basic tenet in Jeffersonian democratic thought: that a
free society required an educated citizenry. It was not until
1837, a year after Michigan became a state, that Henry Phillip
Tappan, the first president of the University of Michigan, em-
barked upon an innovation in education in the United States: a
university that would serve any intellectually qualified student
and would transmit knowledge of classical studies but would
also prepare the student for a productive life as a citizen in a
democratic society. Later, under James B. Angell, the Univer-
sity of Michigan would become one of the first universities in
the country to offer a bachelor's degree in science and to insti-
tute programs in the professions (Peckham 967). The pro-
grams at Michigan were considered to be equal in status to
the classical curriculum characteristic of the private Eastern
colleges.

Some colleges began to admit students to study scientific
subjects, beginning with Princeton from 1796 to 1806 and
Union College in 1802 (Rudolph 1962). The students at Prince-
ton did not earn degrees but were given certificates of profi-
ciency. To meet a perceived need for scientific military study
and application, the United States government funded the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, New York, in 1802 as the
country's first technological institute (Rudolph 1962). And in
response to the needs of farmers to receive training and the
benefits of research in the field of agriculture, the University of
Pennsylvania organized a Faculty of Physical Science and
Rural Economy in 1816 (Rudolph 1962).

The beginning of the nineteenth century ushered in other
changes in collegiate education as well. The University of Vir-
ginia, the dream of its founder, Thomas Jefferson, was begun
in part to harmonize and promote the interests of agriculture,
manufactures, and commerce and by well-informed views of
political economy to give a free scope to the public industry"
(Hofstadter and Smith 1961, p. 194). Ticknor at Harvard in
1825 urged tt -It Harvard "follow the path of Continental uri-
versii,es, reform its system quite drastically, and strengthen ''s
sciences arid modern language" (Hofi.-idter and Hardy 1952,
p. 23). Educated people were required to perform the work
America needed. And if colleges faller' to respond to the inter-
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ests of business and industry, warned noted educational leader
and Brown University President Francis Wayland in 1842, they
would start thL.ir own colleges (Hofstadter and Hardy 1952, p.
24; see also Bronson 1914).

These positions are diametrically opposed to the landmark
Yale Report of 1828 defending the classical curriculum and re-
jecting the inclusion of more mundane topics in a college cur-
riculum. "The young merchant must be trained in the counting
room, the mechanic in the workshop, the farmer in the field"
(Rudolph 1962, p. 134). Following this lead, many colleges,
particularly the Eastern schools, abandoned attempts to teach
scientific subjects for a time.

The Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 provided for collegiate
opportunities in the applied fields of agriculture and the me-
chanical arts (Brickman and Lehrer 1962; John son 1981; Vey-
sey 1965). While it took until late in the century for the effects
of the land-grant universities to be widespread, they marshaled
in a period of dynamic cooperation between business and the
university (Johnson 1981).

It was Andrew D. White at Cornell in 1868 who legitimi-ed
the worth of all types of educationscience, humanities, or
professional education. And the elevation of Charles Milian.
Eliot to the presidency of Harvard in 1869 (Hofstadter and
Hardy 1952), the rise in graduate education, and the prolifera-
tion of professional schools within and without universities
were all signs that American higher education was attempting
to meet some of the needs of a busy country. The research ini-
tiated in colleges and universities modified colleges from insti-
tutions that merely transmitted knowledge (as the colonial col-
leges did) to ones that created it as well (Brubacher and Rudy
1976). Industry demanded it and the new wealth generated by
American industry in the nineteenth century he'ped to finance it
(Hofstadter and Hardy 1952, p. 31). The federal government
participated in its first "research contract" with the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia in 1830 (Babbidge and Posensweig
1962), setting the stage for funded research that has continued
to ebb and flow from that time.

In the twentieth century, agriculture in addition to industry
was to see that the new land-grant universities (and later other
colleges and universities as well) were useful for training fann-
ers but also for initiating advances in agricultural research
(Johnson 1981). Thus began a relationship between colleges
and businesses for promoting both pure and applied research
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and for educating and supporting both academicians and prac-
titioners.

As the twentieth century progressed, "practical" education,
such as accounting, gained equal status with the liberal arts and
contributed to growing enrollments. While corporate interest
turned toward employee education after World War II, the col-
leges and the universities were bulging with veterans earning
degrees through the G.I. Bill. The 1960s spawned the commu-
nity college movement and the further acceptance by colleges
of studies that had previously been reserved for ai_prenticeship
programs and the shop floor.

Throughout this period colleges and universities were
growing so rapidly, particularly during the 1960s and early
1970s, that their attention to employee education was not ex-
tensive. They did, however, include executive education pro-
grams and the expansion of business colleges and their continu-
ing education programs directed toward employees in the
priv, sector (Morse 1984).

Summary
The nineteenth century saw the formation of patterns for
collegiate education that reflect the adaptability, evolution, and
diversity of American higher education (Ben-David 1972). In
the current century, those patterns were again modified, re-
molded, and recast, but they moved from an inheritance of
practicality and intellectualism, from transmitting knowledge to
transmitting and creating knowledge, from the education of
gentlemen to the education of citizens, from the preparation of
public servants and ministers to the education of individuals so
they can perform in a complex society.

Several factors contributed to the changing nature of Ameri-
can education: a growing interest in accessibility to higher edu-
cation, the industrial revolution, the nineteenth century peaceful
upheaval that changed the way of work and the workplace it-
self, and the technological revolution in the twentieth century
that continues to challenge old stanthrds about the work that is
done and the way it is done.

The related histories of corporate and higher education
demonstrate a recurring struggle to solve the problems of a dy-
namic democratic country while still holding true to educational
ideals that have survived for hundreds of years. Woodrow Wil-
son, in his inaugural address as president of Princeton Univer-
sity in 1902 stated it well: American universities' task "is two-
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foldthe production of a great body of informed and thought-
ful men and the production of a small body of trained scholars
and investigators" (Weaver 1949, p. 65).

What is evident from this account of the efforts of corpora-
tions and universities is the indepenucnce of both as each strug-
gled to address the same problems. At this time, the two
sectors of postsecondary education are convergingbut not
necessarily cooperatingto address societal issues of education
for employment and citizenship throughout a lifetime. The next
section examines the points of convergence.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF CORPORATE COLLEGES
TO TRADITIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION

Why Corporate Colleges Were Founded
The reasons that corporate colleges were founded mirror the
growth of corporate education. Present corporate colleges were
founded to meet a need not elsewhere addressed in postsec-
ondary education. In some cases, the niche is one higher edu-
cation might ultimately choose not to fill; in other cases,
higher education belatedly realized the need and has taken
steps to meet it.

Some corporate colleges were begun by companies to
educate specialists for their industrial needs (Eurich 1985)the
Institute of Textile Technology, the Philadelphia College of
Textiles and Science, and Northrop University, for example.
The catalog of the Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science
includes a brief history that illustrates the development of most
corporate colleges.

The Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science eras
founded in 1884 in the wake of the 1876 Centennial Exposi-
tion. A group of textile manufacturers, led by Theodore
Search, noticed a si:abl( gap between the quality and variety
of American textile products and those displayed by Euro-
pean mills. They set out to establish a school [that] vvould
educate America's textile yorkers and managers. . . .

The school survived tough times during the depression,
later entering a new period of growth at the onset of World
War 11. In 1941, the school was granted the right to award
baccalaureate degrees and changed !ts name to the Philadel-
phia Textile Institute. . . . Facilities, programs, and faculty
continued to grow in the '50s and '60s, reflected in yet an-
other name change in 1961, to the Philadelphia College of
Textiles and Science.

According to its bulletin, Northrop University was founded
in 1942 as a -"purely technical school," the Northrop Aeronau-
tical Institute, to provide aeronautical technicians for the North-
rop Corporation. It separated from the Northrop Corporation in
1953 and became an independent, private institution. In 1958,
it received authority to offer the Bachelor of Science degree. It
became the Northrop Institute of Technology in 1959 and was
accredited by the Western College Association in 1960. Mas-
ter's degree programs were added in 1969, and a school of 1:.'

Present
corporate
colleges were
founded to
meet a need
not elsewhere
addressed in
postsecondary
education.
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opened in 1972. The institute changed its name to Northrop
University in 1975.

Just as the Institute of Textile Technology was founded by
textile corporations, the Institute of Paper Chemistry was
founded by paper manufacturers, and the Cc liege of Insurance
was founded by the Insurance Society of New York. These
three colleges have essentially stayed with their original mis-
sions. The Institute of Paper Chemistry has never awarded a
degree, even though it is legally authorized to do so. Students
earn degrees from St. Lawrence University.

As the histories of the Philadelphia College of Textiles and
Science and Northrop University demonstrate, however, some
corporate college, expand from their original mission to offer
nonspecialized programs. While their curricula tend toward the
technical programs of their origin, they offer a diverse range of
programs.

Other corporate colleges were founded to fill other needs.
The Arthur D. Little Management Education Institute grew out
of educational programs offered by Arthur D. Little for agricul-
tural managers from developing countries. The institute special-
izes in (but is not limited to) instruction in management infor-
mation needs, primarily for leaders from developing nations
(Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983).

The Wang Institute of Graduate Studies began when Dr. An
Wang, founder of Wang Laboratories, could not get any col-
leges and universities in the Boston area to offer a master's de-
gree in computer software engineering that was flexible enough
to accommodate working engineers. Dr. Wang was convinced
that a demand existed for skilled computer engineers, based on
the needs of Wang Laboratories, and using the same entrepre-
neurial talents that built the laboratories, he started Wang Insti-
tute. Similarly, General Motors founded General Motors Insti-
tute in 192! because a national shortage of engineers existed
(Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983).

Like Arthur D. Little Management Education Institute, other
corporate colleges grew out of existing educational efforts of
basically noneducational entities. The Institute of Health
Professions. College of Health Sciences, and Bishop Clarkson
College of Nursing were all founded by hospitals, which have
long been in the business of training nurses but not of offering
degrees. The American Institute of Banking arose out of inter-
nal education activities of the American Institute of Banking,
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one of the largest providers of noncredit corporate education
(Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983).

One corporate college was founded somewhat quixotically.
The Boston Architectural Center grew out of an architects'
social club and became a degree-granting institution in
1979. It has a volunteer faculty, a small paid administrative
staff, and extremely low tuition (Hawthorne, Libby, and
Nash 1983).

Some corporate colleges sprang up to address the same
issues that have been offered as explanations for the growth of
corporate education. The base of knowledge in the specializa-
tions taught by corporate colleges is expanding, in some cases
through scholarship in the colleges and often in the original
sponsoring corporation or corporations, which are likely to be
on the cutting edge of technology. Furthermore, in many
cases the equipment needed to educate workers is specialized
and expensive. Traditional higher education is unable or un-
willing to spend a large amount of money on equipment that
will be used by only a few students; corporations have the
equipment already.

Corporations looking to provide technical education, whether
or not for credit, also have an advantage in terms of faculty.
Many college professors need to be retrained, and some may
not have ready access to state-of-the-art equipment or informa-
tion when it is privileged information within a firm. In con-
trast, many employees of corporations are the individuals creat-
ing the new technologies. Further, colleges and universities in
recent times face a shortage of faculty in the technical fields,
partly because corporations pay better salaries (Main 1982) or
offer better research facilities and no responsibilities for teach-
ing. In the absence of alternative educational opportunities that
corporations think they need, the corporations offer the course-
work themselves.

Many corporate colleges are accredited. The North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools has accredited the Institute
of Paper Chemistry and Bishop Clarkson College of Nursing,
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools the Phil-
adelphia College of Textiles and Science and the College
of Insurance. Some have received specialized accreditation:
The Boston Architectural Center is accredited by the National
Architectural Accrediting Board, Northrop University's School
of Law by the State Bar of California.
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How Corporate Colleges Differ from
Traditional Institutions
Curricula
As noted earlier, corporate collegesat least in their early
stages of developmentare more likely than traditional col-
leges to be specialized institutions (Eurich 1985). Most offer
degree programs in limited areas, associated with the needs that
led to their founding. Wang Institute offers only a master's de-
gree in software engineering, although it also offers postdoc-
toral fellowships in Chinese studies. (According to its catalog,
plans are underway to expand to other, related fields.) The In-
stitute of Paper Chemistry and the Institute of Textile Technol-
ogy specialize in paper chemistry and textile technology, re-
spectively.

Some institutions have expanded their course offerings
beyond their original mission (Eurich 1985; Hawthorne, Libby,
and Nash 1983); Northrop University and the Philadelphia Col-
lege of Textiles and Science, for example, offer a range of pro-
grams, although these institutions continue to offer degrees in
fields related to their original missions. Northrop University,
for example, which started by training aviation technicians,
now has departments of aerospace, mechanical, and civil engi-
neering; arts and sciences; business and management; computer
and information science; electronic engineering; engineering
technology; an institute of technology; and a school of law.
Most of these departments follow the original mission; only the
Department of Arts and Sciences and the School of Law cannot
be considered outgrowths of the original technical program.

As a rule, corporate colleges have tended to stick to their
original missions, and they are by and large not in competition
with traditional higher education. They continue to offer pro-
grams that meet specialized needs.

Methods of instruction
Corporate colleges tend to emphasize practical skills as well as
theoretical knowledge. Cooperative programs are common.
General Motors provided cooperative placements and guaran-
teed jobs for GMI students from its founding until 1981. When
General Motors withdrew direct sponsorship of the institute,
over 300 companies or other organizations expressed an interest
in sponsoring the institute and accepting its students in coopera-
tive programs (Hawthorne, Libby, and Nash 1983). Other
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corporate colleges, like the Philadelphia College of Textiles and
Sciences, emphasize cooperative programs.

According to its bulletin, Wang Institute requires specific
skills before admitting a student to its MSE program, that is,
at least one year of full-time work experience in software de-
velopment. Prospective students for the Institute of Textile
Technology must be referred by a textile manufacturer for
admission.

Certainly many traditional institutions of higher education
offer cooperative programs and hands-on experience; such pro-
grams are not limited to corporate colleges. And corporate
colleges are interested in theory as well as practice; Wang Lab-
oratories and the textile manufacturers did not have to found
colleges to give their employees practical experiences. Corpo-

rate colleges expect their education to have more immediate
benefit than many traditional colleges do, however, and this ex-
pectation influences their methods of instruction.

Flexibility
Many corporate colleges have schedules similar to those of
traditional institutions. Some of them, however, do offer flexi-
ble scheduling. Wang Institute, for example, offers classes
twice a week, in the afternoon, for one and one-half hours.
Thus, adult workers hae an opportunity to receive a master's
degree. Not coincidentally, it also provides employers an op-
portunity to educate their employees without losing their serv-
ices for an entire year. This factor was a primary reason why
Wang Institute was founded; Dr. Wang was unable to convince
a local university to offer part-time degree programs.*

Corporate colleges generally do not differ from traditional
institutions of higher education in their faculty or requirements.
The fact that so many of them have received accreditation testi-
fies to their comparability to traditional colleges and universi-
ties. In addition, all of them have received degree-granting
authority, some of them from states like Massachusetts that
strictly monitor the granting of such authority. Where corporate
colleges differ from traditional higher education is the narrow-
ness of their missions.

Corporate colleges tend to hire more part-time faculty th.7.1
traditional institutions of higher education. Not only do they re-

*Cynlh,a Johnston 1982, personal communication
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quire work experience as a requirement to teach, they also en-
courage their faculty to stay current in their fields by con-
tinuing to work (Eurich 1985). This approach is consistent
with their emphasis on technological currency and hands-on
experience.

The governance, structure, and academic and administrative
titles of most corporate colleges parallel those in traditional col-
leges and universities (Eurich 1985). Their programs tend
to emphasize specific academic disciplines, however. This ap-
proach reflects their understanding that real-world problems are
usually solved by using the talents of individuals from a num-
ber of disciplines. It is also evidence of the willingness to be
flexible shown by corporate colleges.

Corporate colleges frequently have no tenure policy. Instead,
they operate on "a contractual basis with hours and salaries
more comparable to the corporate business world" (Eurich
1985, p. 119). Whether this approach has implications for aca-
demic freedom remains to be seen.

The absence of departmentalism and tenure means that
corporate colleges are better able to change curricula and re-
quirements (Eurich 1985). Thus, corporate colleges find it eas-
ier to stay on the cutting edge of technology than do traditional
colleges and universities, but it also subjects them to whims
and vagaries, precisely what collegiate curriculum reviews were
established to address.

Corporate colleges have been reported to be more likely than
traditional colleges to regularly evaluate personnel and pro-
grams. This emphasis on evaluation is an outgrowth of estab-
lished procedures of evaluation at most businesses (Eurich
1985), although it is an area that deserves considerably more
research (Hawthorne forthcoming). These evaluations in many
cases are designed to aid corporate colleges in seeing that they
meet the need of their clients and students.

Why Corporate Colleges Will Continue
Momentum may suggest the beginning of additional corporate
colleges. Of the 19 nonproprietary corporate colleges, six re-
ceived degree-granting authority from 1970 through 1979; eight
others received degree-granting authority since 1980. This re-
cent phenomenon bears observation. It is possible that the num-
ber of corporate colleges may soon reach a point that will
encourage the establishment of similar colleges.
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The oldest corporate colleges still in existence were founded
in 1929 and 1931. Presumably, these colleges have been meet-
ing the needs of their constituents for over 50 years. As other
corporate colleges arose from similar needs, it is not unreason-
able to expect that their continued success might serve as
models to other organizations with strong educational needs.

Some more concrete reasons exist for believing that corpo-
rate colleges will continue. Traditional higher education may
legitimately decide that it cannot be all things to all people and
choose not to offer some of the specialized programs offered by
corporate colleges. The Institute of Textile Technology, for ex-
ample, graduates very few students each year, but textile
manufacturers are willing to make the large investment for the
few students because they need their expertise and the fruits of
the research conducted them. Traditional higher education
might well decide that its money is better spent elsewhere,
leaving highly specialized education to the corporations. Corpo-
rations will continue to invest in this type of education because
they need it to be competitive.

Many corporations take pride in the education they offer,
believing it superior to that offered by traditional colleges and
universities. Even when corresponding education is available in
the traditional sector, corporations choose to offer their own. It
is often cheaper, more current, and more flexible (Hawthorne,
Libby, and Nash 1983) and does not incur the costs of coopera-
tive arrangements, which can be time consuming.

It is possible, of course, for corporations to offer education
without directly competing with colleges by offering credit .nd
founding degree-granting institutions. Indications are, however,
that corporations will continue to formalize their educational
programs (discussed in the next section). Briefly, however, cor-
porations have found that offering crcdit motivates employees
and provides them with an inexpensive fringe benefit (Haw-
thorne, Libby, and Nash 1983).

Corporations will continue to offer education and degrees
because of the attitude of noncooperation, real or perceived, of
traditional higher education (Luther 1984). Although colleges
and universities have begun to cooperate with corporations,
they have for the most part been reluctant to do so in the past.
Several corporations that founded corporate colleges attempted
to work with universities originally. Some even set up coopera-
tive arrangements, which they found "less than satisfactory"
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(Eu:ich 1985, p. 131). As long as this lack of cooperation per-
sists, or is perceived to persist, corporations will continue to
offer their own education.

Finally, a feeling is apparent, albeit undocumented, that
higher education is losing some of its mystique. Conversations
with corporate trainers reveal that corporations believe that it
would be relatively easy for them to offer degrees if they
choose to, but they choose not io because they do not consider
themselves in the "education business." They are aware of
corporate colleges and know that they are an option for them if
they choose. Many underestimate the requirements imposed by
states and accrediting agencies on degree-granting institutions
and would find in practice that starting a college is not as
straightforward as it might appear. Nevertheless, some corpora-
tions with successful education centers might decide that
degree-granting authority is a logical next step for them, as it
is clearly in no way the exclusive province of traditional col-
leges and universities.
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PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES FOR RECOGNITION
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

While the following discussion applies to traditional postsec-
ondary education, it is also applicable to the corporate sector
because corporate higher education's search for formal recog-
nition indicates that once corporate entities request degree-
granting authority, they tend to follow the same paths to seek-
ing recognition that the traditional sector has followed. Before
embarking on the description and analysis of the recognition
processes and procedures -ind their implications for corporate
education, however, a set of definitions is necessary.

Definition of Terms
The legal recognition that is conferred by states is not necessar-
ily an indication of quality of services or goods; it can merely
mean a license to operate rather than an endorsement. Formal
recognition has no common meaning in this country. No pre-
diction is made of the relationship between the legal authority
of an institution to grant degrees and the skills and knowledge
the degree certifies. For most "reputable" colleges, of course,
a degree does certify knowledge and experience. In states with-
out special requirements for becoming an educational corpora-
tion, however, the degrees given by a few colleges certify only
the paying of fees or a minimal level of instruction.

Legal recognition is conferred by a state in the form of a
charter or papers of incorporation, giving the corporation au-
thority to operate. Without this recognition, an entity cannot
carry on its normal corporate business (hiring employees, rais-
ing money necessary to operate, for example). Requirements to
obtain legal recognition as an educational organization vary
from state to state.

Accreditation is not a legal form of recognition. It is the
recognition conferred by a voluntary associakin by accepting into
membership an institution or academic program that meets its

standards. The most prestigious institutional accreditors are the six
regional accrediting associations. Each recognizes institutions (in
contrast to programs). Some specialized institutional accreditors
also exist. such as the American Association of Bible Colleges.
The accreditation process involves application by an institution

with degree-granting authority, a self-review, and a site visit by a
team representing the accrediting association. Standards of each of
the six regional associations and the specialized associations

vary, as does the consistency of application within and among the
associations. The discussion here reflects the more common
pattems (Harcleroad and Dickey 1975).
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Specialized accreditation, also called programmatic accredita-
tion and professional accreditation, is usually conducted by
professional associations and trade associations (Glidden 1983).
The American Dietetics Association accredits dietetics pro-
grams, for example. Professional accreditation may be done in
cooperation with or separately from institutional accreditation
by the regional associations (Kells and Parrish 1979). Occa-
sionally, program accreditation is the same s institutional ac-
creditation, as when the Association of American Law Schools
accredits freestanding law schools (Young 1983).

Evaluation of courses is a recent phenomenon begun in
1974. Courses offered by noncollegiate institutions are evalu-
ated for applicability as transfer credit that may be accepted by
various traditional colleges and universities. Such courses are
considered to be equivalent to a three-hour semester course.
These evaluation programs are managed by the American
Council on Education and the New York Regents, and both are
nationwide in scope (Cross and McCartan 1984). Several state
agencies cooperate with these programs in recognizing courses
within their states (Pitre 1980).

State higher education agencies often evaluate public or
independent institutions as a monitoring technique for the legis-
lature and/or to aid the institutions (Bender 1983). This moni-
toring is important in states where the agencies prepare budgets
or have the authority to approve or discontinue degree pro-
grams. State evaluations may not have the same binding effect
that accreditation has come to have, except where the state has
the authority to close the program.

Certification is conferred upon individuals by institutions and
also by state agencies (for example, departments of education
for teachers) and state boards.

Licensure is similar to certification but is legally binding
and, where regulated, is required to do business. It is used pri-
marily when a professional provides services directly to the
public and is viewed as a protection for the public health and
safety. Physicians, consulting engineers, and attorneys are li-
censed. Membership of licensing groups is comprised of
professionals in the given fields as well as private citizens.

Patterns of Recognition
The legitimate recognition of higher education in this country is
complicated because no central recognizing agency exists. Not
only do both public and private recognizers exist; those public
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and private recognizers exist at the state, regional, and federal
levels. Further, they recognize not only institutions but also
programs, courses, and individuals.

Pattems of recognition can be formal or informal. While the
two frequently accompany each other, they are not the same,
partly because the different recognizers legitimize at several
levels within the educational "system" with various forms of
recognition for various purposes and uses at different times
(Young 1983). Informal recognition may give an institution
prestige; formal recognition gives an institution certain tangible
benefits.

Finally, recognition can be voluntary. Some prestigious
institutions do not seek specializ, d accreditation (for example.
Juilliard is not accredited by the National Association of
Schools of Music) but instead rely on the public perception of
their quality to attract and maintain faculty, students and insti-
tutional resources.

Formal recognition
Higher education in the United States has been recognized by
what has come to be known as the triad (Kap lin !975): the
state govemments, the federal government, and the voluntary
accrediting associations.

The state governments near tne primary responsibility for
chartering institutions of higher education. All institutions mus,
be granted a corporate charter by their home state. Some states
require only that the institutions comply with their law govern-
ing nonprofit corporations; others have more stringent require-
ments (Bender 1983). The diversity of state requirements is il-
lustrated in table 2 (see also Appendix A).

To examine the actual ways in which corporate-sponsored
education is extended legal recognition, the authors conducted a
survey of state hig!ier education boards (including Washington,
D.C.) to determine what approach, if any, they had taken re-
garding noncollegiate institutions' requests to gray.; degrees.
Thirty states responded to the survey. Five more states referred
to other agencies, which were sent follow-up letters. Two of
those five agencies responded. The ', 32 of the 50 sth,es
and the District of Columbia responded (a response rate of 63
percent).

The summary remilts on table 3 show that only one state,
Massach"setts, eyp!icitly p.T...!ate noncolleptte institlition
A telephone survey of some of the states that sent their regula-
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF STATE STATUTES ON DEGREE-GRANTING AUTHORITY'

Operation in
Final Authority Degree-Granting Authority State Permitted

Granted by Delegated to Higher by Nonprofit
Legislature Education Board by Legislature Corporation Laws

Connecticut' Alabama' Kentucky Ohio Arizona
Maine- Alaska' Maryland Oklahoma' Iowa
Nevada Arkansas Massachusetts Oregon' Louisiana
New Hampshire' California' Michipan Pennsylvania Missouri

Colorado Minnesota Rhode Island South Dakota
Delaware Mississippi South Carolina Utah
District of Montana' Tennessee' Wyoming
Columbia

Florida" Nebraska Texas'
Georgia" New Jersey Vermont'
Idaho" New Mexico Virginia
Illinois New York" Washington'
Indiana North Carolina West Virginia
Kansas" North Dakota Wisconsin'

Now Within each category, a great deal of variability exists dmong states

'Some states do not explicitly regulate degree-granting authority but do regulate vi,ho is allowed to operate a postseLondary eduk,,itional institution
bA typical state statute delegates the iegulatmg of degree-granting postsecondary institutions to the named agency
The higher education board of the state makes reconmendations to the legislature

'The state excludes accredited colleges from some or all of the posts:condary legislation.
(The state has the power to regulate institutions but does not have the over to give degree granting authority.
rS ue law requires that institutions must indicate whether or not they are accredited

r;
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF STATE REGULATIONS OF HIGHER
EDUCATION BOARDS ON NONCOLLEGIATE

DEGREE-GRANTING INSTITUTIONS*
(Winter 1984)

Explicitly Regulates Regulates Private
Noncollegiate Educational No

Institutions Institutions Regulation

Massaehusettsd Arizona Minnesota Alaska
Arkansash New Hampshirea Alabama
California New Jersey Idaho
Coloradod Ne v Mexico Indiana
Connecticut I Yorkb Iowa
Delawarea r 'a Louisiana
Georgia' N Caroline Mississippi
Illino;s Pennsylvania' Missouri
Kansas South Carolina Montana
Kentucky' Texas Nebraska
Maine Virgin as Oklahoniac
Maryland Washington Oregon
Michigan West Virginia Rhode Island

Utah
Wisconsin
Wyoming

*The District of Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, North Dakota, Ohio, South
Dakota, Tennessee, and Vermont did not respond
''These states also use accreditation as a standard
t'These states would reywre corporations to comply with the It governing
noirrolit corporations
`This state recogni7es only advanced standing credit from noncollegmte
institutions

tions for private institutions revealed that they would treat non-
collegiate institutions in the same manner as they regard tradi-
tional privately supported institutions.

The federal government recognizes institutions for the
purpose of dispensing federal monies, mostly student financial
aid. It does so by stipulating that for a student to receive fed-
eral financial aid, that student must be enrolled in an institution
accredited by an accrediting agency approved by the Depart-
ment of Education (Chambers 1983), and that stipulation has
contributed to the proliferation of private am -editing agencies
(Bender 1983), Because accreditation is a voluntary activity
and many fine institutions are not, by their own choices, ac-
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credited, the Department of Education has also had to seek eq-
uitable ways to acknowledge the nonaccredited institutions.
Among such attempts is the "three-letter rule," under which a
nonaccredited institution can be listed by the federal govern-
ment if it submits letters from three other institutions indicating
that they accept transfer credits from that nonaccredited institu-
tion. That rule was subsequently revised to recognition of insti-
tutions who were candidates for accreditation, whether or
not they would ever be willing or able to become accredited
(Cnambers 1983, pp. 247-49).

Several types of accrediting agencies exist. The most presti-
gious are the regional accrediting agencies, such as the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools, that accredit insti-
tutions (but not institutions without state degree-granting au-
thority). Other accrediting agencies include the National Asso-
ciation of Trade and Technical Schools, which accredits institu-
tions, and the National League of Nursing, which accredits
programs. "COPA [the Council on Postsecondary Accredita-
tion] ha[s] recognized 51 accrediting bodies and ha[s] identified
more than 70 additional organizations dm' were operating
without recognition- (Young 1983, p. 9).

Institutional recognition. Each institution organizing for the
first time must be incorporated and receive degree-granting au-
thority from a state. Many states have established standards that
institutions must meet before they can receive degree-granting
authority: standards for educational resources, mission state-
ments, faculty. and fiscal solvency, for example. No further le-
gal requirements must be met for institutions to operate, but
most of them seek regional or other institutional accreditation,
which entitles them to become eligible for federal funds and
makes it ea ler for their graduates to transfer and/or attend
graduate school.

If an mstitution has been accredited in one state, it may be
able to offer degrees in another state (see table 3 and Appendix
A). It is not possible to skip the states entirely, however,
because the regional associations do not evaluate an institution
unless it has degree-granting authority (Bender 1983; Young
and Chambers 1980).

Recognition of programs. In some states for some fields of
study, institutions must receive state approval to offer certain
programs. For some professions, state approval of a program
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commits the state to certify the graduates (Spurr 1970). In other
cases, completion of the program only entitles the graduate to
sit for a state-prepared examination. Program standards are set
by a specialized licensing board or by a professional association
that has been delegated that authority by a licensing board
(Dickey and Miller 1972). Professional accrediting associations
generally do not accredit programs unless the institutions offer-
ing the programs are regionally accredited (Orlans 1975).

Recognition of courses. Evaluation of courses is a relatively
new phenomenon that started with ACE's evaluation of courses
offered by the military during World War II. That program led
to its current evaluation program. ACE (and/or the New York
Regents) evaluates courses given by noncollegiate institutions
like military bases, corporations, and hospitals. (The present
programs were begun jointly by ACE and the New York Re-
gents but soon after split into two programs.)

These two groups can only recommend credit; only colleges
can award it. To the extent that the organizations offering
Regents- and ACE-evaluated courses are not degree-granting
institutions. they have bypassed state procedures entirely,
which presumably is compensated for by the fact that the insti-
tutions accepting the courses and granting the degrees have
been approved by the states. Some Regents-approved courses
have been u3ed for licensure (Regents 1983). ACE has also es-
tablished a National Registry of Credit Recommendation.
which includes only courses that ACE has evaluated and has
recommended for credit. The registry provides students with a
transcript showing courses passed, course content. and credit
recommendations. it can be used by employees wishing to seek
credit from colleges and universities for courses taken at their
corporations (Eurich 1985).

These procedures illustrate that the recognizers rely to a great
extent upon each other So long as each recognizer performs
adequately and stays within its jurisdiction. the system func-
tions well.

Recognition of individuals. If an individual wishes to practice
a licensed profession. he or she must usually first complete an
accredited program. (Some states still permit people to sit for
examinations without attending college: in Virginia, for exam-
ple. one can still read for the bar.) The licensing authority or
the specialized accrediting association approves the programs.
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A strong relationship exists between requirements for licensure
and professional accrediting (Parrish 1980). Once the individual
has received the license, he or she may or may not be accepted
in states other than the one that granted the certification. Occa-
sionally, the education received entitles the individual to take
the examination in that state only (Kirkwood 1978), but in
some cases, individual states have arranged reciprocity agree-
ments. Many state licensing boards whose members are pre-
dominantly professionals (practitioners and academics) in the
given field generally require attendance at accredited institu-
tions for certification or licensure.

Informal recognition
Informal recognition consists of recognition of reputation in the
marketplace. Informally, students recognize institutions, pro-
grams, and courses through the demand for and support of the
educational components. In fact, a large percentage of educa-
tional change can probably be linked to the supply and demand
generated by students' recognition as institutions seek to meet
society's needs.

Employers recognize educational institutions through their
demand for students, as shifts occur in the labor force, the
economy, the political environment, and technology. Founda
tions and other resource providers recognize educational institu-
tions through their economic decisions regarding the allocation
of scarce resources. Other 'nstitutions recognize them through
the acceptance of credits obtained by mobile students. While
such recognition can occur formally, through interstate and
intrastate artici:lation agreements like Florida's course number-
ing system. the degree of informal recognition given by these
groups can depend on the degree of formal recognition obtained
by the entity.

The Current Status of the Recognition
Of Corporate Education
Although the first corporate college to receive degree-granting
authority was incorporated in 1929. the widespread formal rec-
ognition of corporate education is more recent. Much of this
recognition is granted by colleges and universities themselves
rather that, independently through the mechanisms described
earlier. Some corporations. for example. offer courses only to
their own personnel. taught by their own personnel. for which
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credit is awarded by a neighboring college. In many cases, this
type of arrangement has worked satisfactorily. The corporation
ensures that its employees are educated to meet its needs, em-
ployees receive education and college credit, and the college
receives money and the potential for more students seeking de-
grees using their credits.

This type of program has its limitations, however. Some
colleges are reluctant to give credit if they do not know the
quality of the instructor or if the instructor does not have a ter-
minal degree. Some colleges are opposed in principle to limit-
ing courses to employees at a single work site. Some corporate
courses are not suitable for college credit or are not given in
time frames or modules that fit well into the college's academic
calendar.

Corporations have found other ways to see that their students
receive credit for courses. As stated, both the New York Re-
gents and ACE evaluate courses and recommend them for
credit. While their recommendations are not binding on col-
leges, studies conducted by the Regents have shown that evalu-
ated corporate courses have a high rate of acceptance. During
academic year 1975-76, 469 students received credit for corpo-
rate courses, and 82 percent of the courses they requested
credit for were approved. Seven percent of the students used
corporate courses for licensure or certification (McGarraghy
and Reilly 1981). The ACE National Registry can be used to
frcilitate this process.

The reactions of the states to corporate colleges varies New
York acts ely discourages corporations from founding college'
and encourages them instead to cooperate with traditional colle-
giate institutions.

Illinois requires the colleges to offer a specified percentage
of general education and cognate courses but assists corpora-
tioas seeking to establish degree-granting institutions. Massa-
chusc.ts requires an independent bcaid of directors. The au-
thors' survey of state higher education agencies found that most
states have not yet faced the question 01 corporate colleges.

Additionally, the increased tendency of ,..oileges and univer-
sities to give credit by examination and to accept experiential
learning for credit means that corporate educational experiences
are more likely to be given college credit. College registrars
and admissions officers have indicated a greater willingness to
give credit for corporate education (Pitre 1980).
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Why Corporations Seek Recognition
American society has become an increasingly credential-
conscious society, and the "certifying effect" (Dc L'Ain 1981)
has continued to grow in importance. Employees are reluctant
to invest time and effort in education unless they will receive
credit (Mayville 1972). Corporate executives have observed
that enrollments and attenticn increase once a course has been
evaluated and receives a recommendation for credit. Once em-
ployees take such a course, they are more likely to take other
courses, both in-house and in colleges and universities (Mc-
Quigg 1980). Corporations see obtaining recognition for
courses as a method of inspiring employees to do willingly
what the corporation would make them do anyway.

Not all employees are reluctant to take courses; some wish to
learn or to improve their skills and enhance their opportunities
for advancement. Even employees who learn willingly, how-
ever, like receiving academic credit for their efforts. When em-
ployees find that the courses they have taken at their places of
business will get them credit at a local college, they are often
motivated to enroll at that college and earn a degree. Not only
do they have a head start because of their credits; many now
have the confidence that they can compete at the college level.

Once ACE or the New York Regents approve a course, cor-
porations feel their courses are the equivalent of college
courses. In fact, corporations are likely to perceive of their
courses as better than college courses because they offer indi-
vidualized instruction, modem equipment, and a practical as
well as a theoretical component (Cross 1981). Corporations be-
lieve that they are now conducting a substantial amount of the
education of today's work force. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics, employers are educating at least
11 percent of adult workers (Carnevale 1986). Business firms
pi "ide 14 percent of all training in the United States, more
than any other nonschool organization (p. 23).

Therefore, corporations believe, the federal government
should shift a substantial amount of available training funds to
them (Maeroff 1981). In fact, the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA), which earmarked most training funds for businesses
and limited the role of educational institutions, acknowledged
the amount and quality of training done by business and in-
dustry (P.'_. 97-300, 13 October 1982). The dominance of the
private sector in the Private Industry Councils established by
the JTPA also created "a vehicle for increased employer in-
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fluence on all education and labor policy decisions" (Olson
1986, p. 35).

Other proposed federal legislation that provides funds for
training and retraining includes the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance Extension and Reform Act, which would supply training
vouchers for workers who lo.:. their jobs to competition from
foreign trade. Funds ha.: come from a tax on imported goods.
If the National Training Incentives Act (H.R. 1219) is passed
into law, corporations would obtain tax and other benefits to
encourage educational initiatives (ASTD 1986b) Furthermore,
ASTD, the largest professional association of trainers in indus-
try, is supporting federal legislation to use the tax code to en-
courage more training by employers. Of relevance here is that
ASTD will vigorously oppose "any proposal compromising the
employer's prerogative to create training in-house or to choose
outside suppliers of services" (A"TD 1986b).

In the past, many corporations did not seek recognition of
their educational activities from the higher education commu-
nity because, in fact, the idea never occurred to them. When it
was clear that formal education could be obtained only in a col-
lege, often in a residential collegiate institution, the question of
recognition for corporate education never arose, even though
corporations were providing educational services to their em-
ployees at many levels. The advent of nontraditional education
changed the focus. What became important was what one
learned, not where one learned it (Keeton 1980). Students
received credit for corporate education through external degrees
or placement examinations before corporations began to apply
for credit themselves (Goldstein 1980). When it appeared that
some corporate education was equivalent to collegiate educa-
tionthrough its acceptance by some collegiate institutions
the next steps to recognition no longer seemed revolutionary.
This fact does not imply that all corporations with educational
programs are moving in this direction, however, although the
Increase in corporate courses gaining approval (Regents 1977),
the advent of the corporate college (Eurich 1985; Hawthorne,
Libby, and Nash 1983), and the growing role of corporations
nationally in the training business suggest some movement in
that direction.

Still colleges retain much of their luster, and even large com-
panies with extensive training programs like Xerox and AT&T
(Lusterman 1977) prefer to rely on colleges to do most of the
educationso long as colleges meet their needs. Others, like
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General Electric, have indicated that they have thought of of-
fering their own degree but do not because the geographical
spread of their many locations, no one of which has enough
interested employees to justify a corporate college, makes it in-
feasible. Honeywell has begun to send its engineers through
GE's master's level program, because management thinks it is
of higher quality than comparable collegiate programs (Pitre
1980). If a sufficient number of other companies send their en-
gineers to GE's master's program for their graduate course-
work, it might well become desirable both economically and
educationally for the corporation to begin offering degrees.

Corporations' decisions about whether to offer degrees them-
selves or to work with traditional higher education will depend
in large part on the response of traditiona! higher education to
their needs and the direction of tax dollars for a range of edu-
cational initiatives. And they will raise a number of issues re-
garding recognition for traditional higher education.

Issues Involving Accreditation
Corporate colleges bring into sharper focus some issues
involving accreditation that have been the subject of debate in
recent years: a focus on output, including learning outcomes,
concern about the impact of the profit motive on institutions,
and the need for the independence of governing boards.

Historically, accreditation has focused upon inputthe things
like quality of faculty and number of books in the library
that go into making a college (Andrews 1979; Dickey and
Miller 1972; Green 1981). The theory was that high-quality in-
put necessarily led to high-quality education. This theory was
challenged by two movements: nontraditional education and the
measurement of outcomes. Nontraditional education generally
included assessment for prior learning and unusual delivery sys-
temsEmpire State University, education at military bases,
and contract learning, for example (Andrews 1979). Corporate
education easily fits into a number of nontraditional categories.
The courses were taught off-campus, often by instructors with-
out doctorates. The length of a course varied depending upon
the amouat and type of information and the needs of the corpo-
ration, and frequently courses did not fit into an academic cal-
endar. Some of the courses wcre taught by professional organi-
zations such as the American Management Association.

The growth in nontraditional education caused the Council
on Postsecondary Accreditation to take a look at the accredita-
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tion of nontraditional education. That study resulted in several
recommendations. One was that "institutional accreditation
should operate in a single mode that will accommodate all of
postsecondary education, recognizing both process and per-
formance components in the evaluation of institutions" (An-
drews 1979, p. 344).

This movement paralleled the movement toward the measure-
ment of outcomes k Astin 1977; see also Bowen 1977 and
Dressel 1976), which stated that what was important was what
students learned and how they changed as a result of the
college experience, not what went into the institutions. The
movement also appealed to corporate educators, who have for a
long time contended that the outcomes of their education,
as measured by students' knowledge, was superior to that of

litional higher education, even if some of their inputs, such
as faculty degrees, were lower. They were aided in their argu-
ment by research showing that traditional indices of institu-
tional quality do not seem to contribute to students' overall de-
velopment (Astin 1977).

Both these movements will play significant roles in higher
education for the foreseeable future. Corporate education, as a
sector of nontraditional education, will continue to grow. The
incorporation of outcomes measurement as part of the accredi-
tation process will enable corporate educators to demonstrate
their worth while giving accreditors a basis for evaluating
their efforts.

Most corporate colleges were established to provide trained
and educated employees for a firm or group of firms. Thus far
too, corporate colleges have chosen to ...,ply to the traditional
and mainstream accreditors and are operating in only a few
states. Because many states have no clear provision for dealing
with this kind of educational initiative by noneducational enti-
ties, two related issues are relevant here.

The first is the issue of control. To what extent should the
institution be independent of the corporate founder(s)? The sec-
ond has to do with the curriculum allowed by recognizers. A
collegiate governing board that was under the control of the
corporate board would be more likely to make financial deci-
sions for the sake of the corporation than for the institution. An
independent board is also more likely to protect academic
freedom in teaching wid research than to try to dictate a curric-
ulum based upon immediate corporate needs. Again, accredit-
ing agencies are in the best position to guarantee this indepen-
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dence, although state governments, through the chartering
process, can also do so.

Of concern is the possibility that institutions begun with
narrowly defined goals that remain under the control of the cor-
porate founders would confine their offerings to a limited
select;on of courses and workshops designed to meet short-
term corporate goals instead of providing a broad-based
education. Degrees from such institutions would not be compa-
rable to traditional collegiate degrees. It w this fear that led
the regional accrediting associations to deny accreditation to
proprietary institutions, a star .:e upheld by the federal courts in
Marjorie Webster Junior College v. Middle States Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools [302 F. Supp. 459 (1969);
432 F.2d 650 (1970)1 (see also Kap lin 1975). Of course, this
action only led the proprietaries to start their own accrediting
association, which has received recognition from the U.S. De-
partment of Education. The corporate colleges could presum-
ably found their own accrediting association as well.

In fact, the appeal of formal recognition led to the formation
of an accrediting association in 1974, the Council for Noncolle-
giate Continuing Education (CNCE), which is listed by the
U.S. Secretary of Education. This association "provides ac-
creditation and evaluation services to the noncollegiate, noncre-
dit field- (CNCE 1985, p. iv). Educational corporations, labor
unions, corporate in-house training departments, public affairs
and cultural societies, and government agencies, among others,
are eligible to apply for accreditation by CNCE.

The accreditors who have always been interested in the issuL,
of adequate financial support might Le well advised to accredit
institutions that are adequately financially independent from
their corporate founders, allowing them to provide programs
comparable in every way to degree-granting institutions, no
matter their origins.

Approaches to the Recognition of CL,rporate Education
Although programs and courses are subject to the processes of
recognition, the major issues concerning recognition arise in an
institutional context. When a corporation offers a single course
or a series of courses, it generally does so only because it has
an interest in training individuals in a specific area. Those
courses carry no recognition outside the firm. It is true that
sometimes colleges or universities choose to give credit for the
courses, either by assisting in the choice of the instructor or by
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granting post hoc credit under an established program that eval-
uates courses. The choice of whether or not to grant credit,
however, remains with traditional higher education.

This report deals with the issues of institutional recognition
and program recognition as one. Programs are accredited only
in an institutional setting, whether the programs are part of a
larger institution or are freestanding. For purposes of simplic-
ity, this discussion is limited to the recognition of corporate
colleges.

Accreditation began witn the question, What is a college?
(Young 1983). Today the question is, What is an institution of
postsecondary education? The issues concerning the recognition
of corporate colleges can be examined in this latter context.

Institutional quality
The issues surrounding institutional quality focus on three
areas: governance, finance, and curriculum In this regard. corpo-
rate colleges are no different from traditional colleges where the
same issues pertair observers, however, place different emphases
on these issues when corporate colleges are involved.

Governance. It has long been the tradition in the United States
that academic institutions are governed by lay boards (Rudolph
1962). Accreditation standards generally provide that a separate
governing board be provided, with some, though not necessar-
ily a majority, public members, the purpose of which is to pro-
tect the institution from undue political or religious influence
(Southern Association 1977).

An educational institution governed by a corporation is only
one segment of an organization with many interests. If the gov-
erning board of an institution were identical to the governing
board of a corporation, the potential would exist for sacrificing
the educational institution to the larger interests of the corpora-
tion. This issue becomes more complex when the educational
institution is expected to make a profit.

The two recognizing entities with the most experience in this
area are the Massachusetts Board of Regents and the New En-
gland Association of Schools and Colleges. As noted in table
I, five of the corporate colleges are located in Massachusetts.

At the time Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) applied
for degree-granting authority, the Massachusetts Board of
Highs Education (now the Regents) did not have a policy to
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respond to noncollegiate institutions (Stevens 1977). Because
the Board of Higher Education was concerned with the problem
of governance, the board of MGH passed a resolution guaran-
teeing academic freedom to the educational componL lt at the
hospital.

The issue of governance is related to the issue of finance.
Some are concerned that a governing board tied too closely to
the sponsoring institution will not protect the financial integrity
of the institution.

Finance. The concerns about finance are twofold. The first is
that the corporation may use the educational institution to make
money. A countervailing argument, however, is that the profit
motive might cause the institution to use its resources more ef-
ficiently, which would lead to higher-quality education (see
Marjorie Webster v. Middle States Association).'

The second concern is that the corporation may withdraw
financial support from the institution when support is no longer
cost beneficial or when the corporation does not need the
particular training any longer. Adequate finances have long
been a concern of accrediting associations and r any otherwise
worthy institutions have not been accredited because they lack
adequate financial resources.

While the financial stability of institutions is important, two
factors militate against being unduly concerned about corpora-
tions' wholesale abandonment of their educational institutions.
Generally, a corporation will not make the enormous invest-
ment necessary to begin an institution if it does not intend to
sustain it. Although General Motors has withdrawn direct spon-
sorship of General Motors Institute (after more than 30 years of
support). GMI is nu,,, established enough that it has had no dif-
ficulty in securing substantial funding from other corporations
(Eurich 1985; Shellum 1981). Further, as traditional public and
private higher education now faces the possibility of closure,
corporate colleges cannot be held to a higher standard than
other institutions of higher education. The requirement of an in-
dependent board of directors should be sufficient to protect cor-
porate colleges frotn being financially exploited by their parent
companies.

4 In this case. the coup held that it was not unreasonable for accrediting
assouations to refuse to esaluate proprietary institutions on the grounds that the
profit motive could interfere with the educational program
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Curriculum. One concern expressed about corporate education
is 'hat it teaches students only those courses needed to perform
a specific job and has no liberal education component This
concern, however, should argue for the careful evaluation by
accreditors of the curriculum of corporate colleges rather than
against all corporate education, or even all corporate colleges.

The states' alternatives
An earlier section reported the results of a survey of state
higher education associations and the three basic approaches
states use when they receive applications for degree-granting
authority from noneducational entities (see table 2). This sec-
tion explains these approaches in more detail.

Approach one: Ignore the problem. Given the limited
financial resources of many states and the growing antigovern-
ment mood of many voters, it has become clear that govern-
ment should regulate only when a problem occurs or is likely
to occur. One state official in this study commented that there
has been no need to set policy because no corporation or
professional association has ever made a request. If a state
waits too long, however, it will be more difficulteven impos-
sibleto regulate the situation .ffectively.

A state with essentially no degree-granting authority of its
own might suggest to its institutions that they alert their ac-
crediting associations to the situation so that the association ca-
study the situation if it has not already done so. And a state
might discuss with its educational institutions the reasons that
corporate colleges are being established to give institutions
some lead time in meeting the needs of the corporate sector.

Approach two: Treat nonceilegiate-sponsored institutions as
private institutions. This approach is by far the most common
among the states The obvious advantage of this approach is
that it treats everyone the same. Noncollegiate institutions will
be neither aided nor penalized by special regulations, and ques-
tions of equity aside, due process may require this approach.

This approach also assumes ,hat noncollegiate institutions are
the same as collegiate .:sstitutions. Three states responding that
they will treat noncollegiate institutions like private institutions in-
dicated that they would first require the institutions to comply
with the state law governing nonprofit corporations, although they
did not say that institutional board members -annot also be
corporation board members. While it is still possible for the insti-
tutional board to be controlled by the corporate board (particularly
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if the membership is identical), separate incorporation does help
eliminate the problem of financial decisions being made for rea-
sons that favor the corporation over the corporate college.

Approach three: Require an independent board of directors
for the corporate college (the Massachusetts approach). Tne
Massachusetts approach deserves special consideration because
Massachusetts has faced this situation more recently and more
frequently than any other state.

Massachusetts requires that corporate colleges have an
independent board of directors (604 CMR 11.03(3)(a)(3), (4)].
It does not ;fine "independent," but it would seem to imply
that at least a majority of the institutional board members are
not also members of the corporation's board. This situation
would prevent both financial control and excessive corporate
influence, both of which could seriously impinge upon aca-
demic freedom. An additional advantage of the Mas. achusetts
approach is that it will help to protect academic freedom for
faculty and students. Faculty members in corporate colleges
need at least as much protection to teach and conduct research
freely as faculty members in other types of colleges. An inde-
pendent board could help insulate them from potential political
pressure from corporate officials.

This approach provides some assurance that a corporation
that is willing to set up an independent board is genuinely in-
terested in education for qualified students and not a narrow
form of training for a restricted student body. Students enrolled
in an accredited institution are eligible for federal financial aid,
and if institutions have unre.,onably restrictive entrance re-
quirements (employment in me sponsoring firm. for example),
the use of federal monies could become controversial.

Several arguments exist for continuing to grant legitimate
recognition to corporate colleges. American higher education
has thrived on diversity, and a movement to standardize higher
education would be counterproductive. Corporations claim that
their education is distinctive in offering more individualized in-
struction at a time and location convenient to students. It may
also be pedagogically sound to link education and work (Cross
1981). theory and practice, as the community colleges have.

Accrediting body approaches
Regional and other institutional accrediting associations have
long had a policy of judging a college in terms of what it pur-
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ports to do; this policy does not give them much ground for
refusing to accredit corporate colleges, even if they were in-
clined to do so. Eight corporate colleges have received institu-
tional accreditation from the regional associations, and six other
colleges with degree-granting authority are now in various
stages of applying for accreditation. Two of the corporate col-
leges, GMI and the Boston Architectural Center, have received
specialized program accreditation.

Many corporate programs cannot meet the current standards
established by the appropriate program recognizers relating to
admissions, faculty, and campus environment. The stated pol-
icy of the regional accreditation associations is to evaluate how
well an institution meets its mission. The missions of corporate
colleges, however, may well be different from more traditional
institutions. Such missions might also be inconsistent with
some of the standards currently used by the accrediting associa-
tions. Thus, the accreditation associations might develop new
standards for evaluating corporate colleges, even though doing
so could prove costly, time consuming, and appropriately con-
troversial.

Another,concern is academic freedom. Traditionally, educa-
tion is considerad most valuable when academic ' 2dom
preserved. Many companies have not adequately provided for
this assurance, however, and accrediting associations need to
account for the protection of acade is freedom when assessing
a corporate college.

Altzrnatively, m: ay reasons have been advanced why a
recognizing association would want to react favorably to corpo-
rate colleges. Agencies committed to promoting and ensuring
high quality in education will want to consider all education,
not only traditional forms. Further, an agency's expertise in the
evaluation of educational quality could help corporations im-
prove the quality of programs. Ignoring these opportunities may
not be consistent with the agency's goals.

The variety among specialized accrediting agencies extends
to purpose, standards, content, nomenclature, format. style,
and instituticnal types (Peterson 1979). Therefore, several ap-
proaches are available for responding to applications for accred-
itation. The following analysis assists in determining a response
for any particular specialized agency.

The possible combinations of institutions and programs can
be categorized in four ways:
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traditional institutiontraditional program
nontraditional institutiontraditional r rogram
traditional institutionnontraditional program
nontraditional institutionnontraditional program.

A traditional institution is a nonprofit college or university: a
traditional program is one that has existed for some time and
has been adopted by many other institutions. The majority of
specialized accrediting institutions respond mostly to this com-
bination but have also formulated a statement of how they will
apply standards to the second and third categories above.

The interesting feature of current programs at corporate
colleges is that many corporate colleges offer not only a nontra-
ditional program (class scheduling, opportunity for applied
practice for credit, faculty expertise and credentials) but also a
tmique service, which places them in the fourth category. Yet
few specialized accreditors respond directly to the problem of
accrediting nontraditional programs at nontraditional institu-
tions, and therein lies the problem. The approaches available
to these agencies range from continuing to ignore these entities
to adopting new standards for accreditation. ignoring the prob-
lem could lead the growing number of nontraditional institu-
tions to seek accreditation elsewhere, even by starting their
own organization.

The Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (1981) recom-
mends that the same standards for similar programs should ap-
ply to traditional and nontraditional institutions, because prob-
lems could arise if nontraditional members had to meet stricter
standards to obtain the same accreditation. Separate standards
for new 3ontraditional programs could be developed, however.
Different associations could also develop their own ap-
proaches.5 A recommended response for specialized agencies is
to determine which new programs (at either traditional or
nontraditional institutions) are developing to the point where it
would be cost beneficial to establish new standards for those
programs. The effort will require cooperating with other institu-
tional accrediting agencies, with nontraditional institutions with
established programs (or the developing programs), and with
other specialized agencies reviewing other programs or with an
interest in the programs.

5 The Southern Associate n and the North Central Association differ as to how
to accredit two-year institutions
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Much of this discussion leads one to consider what the
education community might expect from corporate education in
the future. The next section examines the factors that affect the
development of corporate education and possible responses of
the formal recognizing associations.
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THE RECOGNITION OF CORPORATE EDUCATION

The Future of Corporate Education
Several reasons are apparent for the expansion of education
offered by employers to employees, and each is likely to con-
tinue to be a potent factor throughout the remainder of the
twentieth century.

Technology
Perhaps the biggest factor affecting the growth of corporate
education today is the growth of technology. Changing technol-
ogy leads to job changes as current work is taken over by
machines, creating new kinds of work, and employees need to
be educated to make those changes.

In response to technological change, corporations will
continue to educate not only those employees whose work is
altered by the technology but also those who develop it. Much
research is done in corporate laboratories, and many companies
are on the leading edge of technology. In a highly competitive
environment, firms are not inclined to share their proprietary
knowledge with outsiders. even for training purposes.

Demographics
Unlike the rest of our history. where each generation was larger
than its predecessor, the current generation in high school
and college is notably smaller than previous generations. This
fact has several implications for corporate education.

The work force in the United States is aging and cannot be
readily replenished. Concurrently, people are healthier and can
work longer, when company policies allow. Therefore. that
older work force will need to be retrained to deal with the rapid
change in technology. And that retraining will consist of pro-

grains or courses geared to a specific need.
When baby boomers reach retirement age, an unusually ;arge

proportion of the population will leave the work force within a

very short amount of time. They will need to he replaced, and
competition for workers will be strong. Corporations may well
compete with colleges for young people, offering them educa-
tion and the opportunity for a career at the same time. The
combination of technological innovation and demographic
change has led to smaller numbers of prepared workers for the
jobs of the future Corporations necessarily had to step in to
train workers because they could not afford to wait for the
education sector to train them. And the pattern is likely to
be repeated.

Perhaps the
biggest factor
affecting the
growth of
corporate
education
today is the
growth of
technology.
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Cost effectiveness
Corporations are finding that it is more cost effective to
"make" education than to "buy" it. Corporations need to do a
certain amount of training because no one else is available or
willing to do it, but once corporations have established a train-
ing program, the cost of adding another course becomes mar-
ginal, less than the full cost. This observation is especially true
of the large companies, which have extensive education and
training centers (and spend the most money on education).

With their own courses, companies can tailor the curriculum
so that it meets their needs, thereby saving time and money. If
a corporation wants its engineers and salesmen to learn a
foreign language so that the company can do business in a
country where that language is spoken, it will want employees
to learn a different vocabulary from that normally taught in an
introductory language class. They save time and money by de-
signing their own courses. Furthemmre, it is costly to negotiate
with another organization, and when a corporation has the edu-
cational structure in place, it may not be worth its time to work
with a university to design the educational programs the corpo-
ration desires.

Self-declared intent to expand
Corporations have declared their intent to expandor at least
to maintaintheir educational activities (Lusterman 1985; pare
1980). They intend to expand first those activities over which
they have the most control and leu,t contact with the outside
(in-house courses) and last those activities over which they
have the least control and most outside contact (college credit).

Promotion from within
Many corporations are committed, by policy or union contract;
to promotion from within. This policy saves the costs of orien-
tation and of the lag time during which workers adjust to
a new company Many corporations also think that promotion
from withii, builds loyalty and morale. For companies to pro-
mote employees, however, they often need to train workers for
the next level of responsibility.

Dissatisfaction with colleges and universities
Theoretically, corporations could buy much of the education
they need from colleges and universities. For a variety of rea-
sons, however, it is unlikely to happen.
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Higher education has historically been reluctant to provide
"practical" tr ,,ing, generally seeing its purpose as that of
providing an education, not a narrow form of training (although
community colleges are a notable departure from that philoso-
phy). Even when colleges and universities do train an individ-
ual for a career, a strong liberal arts component is almost al-
ways included. Indeed, the pendulum has swung in recent years
toward a greater liberal arts c,, nponent. It is not necessary to
take sides in the debate to realize that this trend will be unac-
ceptable to some individuals and some corporations.

More important, however, is that corporations have found
colleges and universities rigid and uncooperative (Cross 1981;
Goldstein 1980; Lynton 1981, 1984). Higher education hereto-
fore has been inflexible in a number of areas, although recent
initiatives in the form of corporate education centers, designed
to address special, employer-specific training needs (Eastern
Michigar University's Corporate Management Education Center
and the University of Toledo's Seagate Center, for example)
may mitigate this factor.

Many colleges and universities are reluctant or unable to
envision much less offer, a course that does not meet the col-
lege's standard time schedule. Colleges often find it difficult to
offer a course that is a month shorter, or longer, or more
intensive, than the standard course. It is not only that colleges
have legitimate questions about the number of credits that a
shortened course should have, it is that colleges are also un-
willing or unable to provide it. Many colleges and universities
also refuse to offer courses on a corporate worksite open only
to corporate employees.

Although this situation is less true now than it was, many
colleges do not understand the need of adult students to work
and therefore to enroll in part-time programs This problem is
especially prevalent at the graduate level where residency re-
quirements are still common.

Corporations sometimes wish to provide their own instructors
for courses and receive college credit for doing so. Althoug1.
some colleges are willing to agree to such arrangements, partic-
ularly in sint.11 communities where the individuals with the
most expertise in a subject work for the corporation. more
often colleges refuse to consider such arrangements. Certainly.
colleges have an obligation to guarantee the quality of their fac-
ulty. Too often, however, colleges refuse to let an individual
teach because that individual does not have a doctorate, even if
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the individual is on the leading edge in his or her field. Like
refusing to offer a six-month rather than a four-month course,
this situation can elevate form over substance.

Two of the most serious criticisms corporations direct at
higher education concern course offerings. Unlike some of the
other criticisms, which involve only some cosmetic changes in
a college's operations, these two go to the heart of the missions
of colleges and universities.

Corporations charge that higher education sometimes will not
offer courses in subject matters of interest to them. For exam-
ple, a large chemical company in a northern state noted that the
state university 40 miles away would not offer courses in
polymers, which would attract a fairly steady demand from
corporate employees. because the professoriate was not inter-
ested in the subject and did not consider it part of the universi-
ty's mission. Instead, the company offered the courses and the
university granted credit. The company was content with the
arrangement and had no invaition of creating a degree-granting
institution. Colleges are, of course, free to offer what they
choose. If they choose not to offer courses needed by corpora-
tions, however, they should not be surprised when the corpora-
tions offer the courses themselves.

The second criticism about courses is that colleges do not
train students well to adjust to the world of workspecifically,
that students do not know how to work in groups. Higher edu-
cation's emphasis on individual achievement and on competi-
tion with little attention to group efforts does not prepare stu-
dents for the real world of committee decisions.

Finally, corporations complain that colleges move too
slowly. College procedures generally hinde: the addition of
courses in a short period of time. Once a corporation has gone
through its own procedures to determine the need for a course,
additional delay to meet colleg,ate practices and policies is
often unacceptable to the corporation.

What often happens is that the corporation bypasses the college
and hires the professor directly. The corporation may then get the
course evaluated for credit, and the college may end up granting
credit for it after all. Meanwhile, the college has lost money and,
more important, good will with a neighboring business.

Conti: d Recognition of Corporate Education
Even granting that corporate education will continue to grow,
does it necessarily mean that corporations will continue to seek
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recognition for their educational efforts? All indications are that
the answer to this question is also "yes."

Underlying this discussion is the assumption that this society
is increasingly credential conscious. More and more occupa-
tions are attempting to develop educational requirements and
accrediting organizations and to have them accepted as manda-
tory by state governments (Coordinating Board 1980). Al-
though something of a backlash has developed to the push for
increasingly stringent educational requirements and the prolifer-
ation of accrediting agencies, the his`Dry of accreditation shows
a tendency toward more rather than less regulation. If this ten-
dency continues, corporations will of course see that their em-
ployees get the credentials they need.

Employees prefer to attend courses that have been recog-
nized. Of 39 organizations whose courses had been evaluated
by ACE or the New York Regents, more than half reported that
since evaluation, enrollment in the courses increased and stu-
dents' performance improved (Pitre 1980). Further, credit is a
relatively inexpensive fringe benefit. If employees want it and
it will improve their educational effort, corporations will pro-
vide credentials. And many employees enrolled in corporate
credit-bearing courses eventually seek degrees in colleges and
universities, increasing their usefulness to the employer and, in-
cidentally, increasing college enrollment.

Corporations take great pride in the quality of their educa-
tional offerings. They want to have their courses recognized as
the equivalent of college courses. With the availability of the
ACE and New York Regents evaluation programs, it is not pro-
hibitively expensive for corporations to have their courses
evaluated, not only providing a form of quality control for
them, but also giving them an opportunity to advertise to their
employees and to the outside world that their education is com-
parable to that of colleges and universities.

Corporations might not go through the steps of receiving
recognition and degree-granting authority if those steps were
difficult or time consuming. As many corporations have discov-
ered, however, forma! recognition is not that hard to get.
It is true that most states have rigorous requirements for institu-
tions to grant degrees., institutions must receive approval from a
state higher education agency, which sets requirements in
terms of necessary capital, professors, curriculum, and so on.
Some states, of course, have virtually no requirements to be-
come a degree-granting institutionthe only things needed are
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three incorporators and $500. The number of courses evaluated
favorably by ACE and the New York Regents and the number
of corporate colleges incorporated in states with rigorous re-
quirements indicate that corporations will not have a problem
achieving recognition of their programs.

Therefore, one can expect that corporations will continue to
provide their employees with continuing education. The intel-
lectual stimulation, the opportunity for career advancement, and
the opportunity such work affords the company to stimulate
corporate loyalty and attract and retain the kind of employees
the firm desires can all be expected to justify large expenditures
for corporate education.

In many ways, colleges helped to create the continuing need
for education of employees by expanding the intellectual hori-
zons of more and more students who continue, as adults, to
seek knowledge and intellectual stimulation and by creating
knowledge that should be disseminated so that adults benefit
from seeking such knowledge. An employer, recognizing this
curiosity and need to be informed, appropriately seeks to pro-
vide to some extent some means by which employees can ful-
fill their need to know. Because many employees are overedu-
cated for the work they do and need .) find personal satisfac-
tion beyond their work and responsibilities, a firm may be able
to retain employees by meeting their needs in a more complete
way (O'Toole. 1978).

The Posture of Formal Recognizers
This section outlines issues that different members of the
collegiate community might want to consider as corporate edu-
cation grows and diversifies

Accrediting associations
The United States has always been able to accommodate
di'erse Institutions of higher education and should be aole to
assimilate corporate education. By considering corporate educa-
tion in the mainstream of education. accrediting associations
will discourage corporate educators from forming their own ac-
crediting association. Such an association would further isolate
corporate education and prevent corporate and collegiate educa-
tors from learning from one another. To the extent that busi-
nesses provide credit-bearing education instead of company
courses, they hold the same public trust mat higher education
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holds. Thus, their courses must have an applicability beyond a
specific skill needed by a specific company at a specific time.
If the standards used for educational organizations meet the cri-
teria set by accreditors for accepting or approving applications,
any applicant should have to meet the same standards.

Although accrediting associations claim to evaluate colleges
and programs on how well they meet their stated purposes, in
fact only a small proportion of their accrediting standards speak
directly to that issue. If, for example, a nursing school claimed
that it trains students to practice as nursesthat is, to pass the
state nursing examinationthe only factor the National League
of Nursing would need to evaluate would be the success rate of
nursing graduates on the state examination. The same could be
said for the graduates of other professional programs like law
and medicine. Instead, of course, the passage rate is only one
of the measures of quality accrediting associations use.

The essential questionand the one that remains unan-
sweredis whether or not the standards set are sufficient to en-
sure some degree of quality. The focus of the accreditation
standards is on internal institutional factorseducation of the
faculty, library holdings, financial viability, for example. With
occasional discontent, colleges and universities have accepted
these proxy standards for students' learning because they too
believe that a relationship exists between the percentage of the
professoriate with a doctoral degree and students' learning.
Possible criteria for accreditation can include assessihg per-
formance of an educational institution on the basis of outcomes
like graduates' performance on standardized tests, the rates at
which students secure jobs or enroll in graduate school,. and the
quality of postbaccalaureate performance at work or in graduate
school. The commendable focus on quality recommended
by the COPA self-study advisory committee will add further
credence to accreditation in a substantially diversified market-
place (COPA 1986). Nevertheless, data on such variables are
limited and costly to gather and maintain.

The core of the discussion of the formal recognition of
corporate or other nontraditional sponsored instruction is the as-
surance of quality to the public. Toward that end, it is essential
to move beyond narrow and mechanistic criteria and explore
the activities, strategies, and behavior accrediting associations
use to ensure that they serve to improve the services of ac-
credited institutions and programs (COPA 1986). The responsi-
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bility continues to be diffused throughout the education estab-
lishment, including institutions, private and public agencies,
and accrediting and professional associations.

Collegiate institutions
The traditional exchange of credits among institutions histori-
cally has been among comparable institutions, but the situation
is changing 2S more and more corporate courses earn credits
and more and more colleges approve such credits toward their
own degrees. Whenever an institution accepts previous course-
work for credit, it is in effect losing tuition income from
students who have paid for those outside credits elsewhere.

One can argue, as some corporations are suggesting, that
many employees who take credit-bearing courses at the plant
continue to work toward degrees at colleges and universities
degrees that they might not have sought without the impetus of
credit from corporate courses. That case represents an increase
in enrollment for the colleges.

The mixture of coursework from different sources can be a
problem in quality in the sense that students' overall programs
may lack coherence and consistency. While accreditation
groups that approve such coursework ostensibly are expected to
ensure some consistency across institutions in comparable
coursework, accreditation for individual courses and overall
program and institutional accreditation conducted on different
levels and by different organizations raise concern about consis-
tency and coherenceand quality.

A recent report (Mortimer 1984) suggests that colleges
specify what minimum competencies students should have to
receive a baccalaureate degree and then develop evaluation
tools that can measure whether students have achieved those
competencies. This recommendation has particular cogency for
corporate education. It may be that education received by a
full-time student in a liberal arts college differs from education
received by a part-time student at work. If higher education
cannot state what it means to have a baccalaureate degree and
how it knows when a student has eared one, it is not in a po-
sition to argue the distinction with any confidence, however.
Similarly, accrediting associations, which have set minimum
standards, may want to reexamine their positicn, although one
could argue that the marketplace will maintain or close institu-
tions on the basis of fiscal and reputational recognition and that
legal recognition plays a different role.
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Agencies that confer degree-granting authority
Just as colleges and universities need to decide what a bacca-
laureate degree means, state agencies need to decide what it
means to be a degree-granting institution. Some states haNe no
requirements at all for persons wishing to form degree-granting
institutions. Other states have requirements and enforce them
but have not thought about the issue of corporate colleges.
State degree-granting agencies and the regional accrediting bod-
ies might follow the lead of the Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education and ensure that the boards of corporate colleges are
independent from the sponsoring corporations. If corporations
apply for credit evaluation from a group like the New York Re-
gents or the American Council on Education, that group should
encourage its own instructors to exercise academic freedom.

State higher education agencies
With the advent of the 1202 commissions, mandated by the
federal government for the purpose of planning postsecondary
education, including proprietary institutions, states were en-
joined to consider all of postsecondary education in their plan-
ning. Most states do not consider corporate education, how-
ever, for two reasons. Higher education agencies generally do
not know enough about corporate education in their states to do
any planning with them in mind. Some state agenciesdepart-
ments of labor or employee relations, for examplemight
know a great deal about some types of corporate training, par-
ticularly those for which state or federal funds are given, but
they are likely to talk about educational efforts only when they
compete for the right to administer funds, such as those from
the Job Training Partnership Act.

State higher education agencies need not attempt to control,
or even plan for, corporate edt.cation, except insofar as corpo-
rate education attempts to confer credits or degrees. Higher ed-
ucation agenciesespecially state agencies with responsibility
for community collegesshould take corporate education into
account when planning for education, however.'

State higher education policies should not undermine suc-
cessful corporate educational programs. Including corporate ed-
ucation managers with corporate executives in discussions of
postsecondary education will promote a cooperative planning

6 Some proprietary schools vie corporate education as a greater source GI
competition than the community colleges
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atmosphere. Such cooperation will also assist in ensuring that
accurate and complete informatior about all postsecondary edu-
cation delivery systems is made available to states and otht.r
comprehens:re planners.

Fiscal Implications
Formal and informal recognition of instruct 3n has fiscal
implications because of the direction of federal student aid
funds and the funneling of other federal dollars to bona fide ed-
ucational estri'olishments They vary vith regard to any specifi-
cations regarding degree-granting a' ,hority and/or accreditation
on a given piece of legislation. The legitimacy of an educa-
tional institution also affects the selection of individuals who
use their own money to purchase an education.

A.; a rule. however, corporate education courses and pro-
grams are funded by en-ployers, either those offering instruc-
tion for their own employees or those sending their employees
to programs sponsored by other corporations. In that sense, the
g.c with in the number of recognized courses is not a public is-
sue, as allocations of those funds are private decisions.

The question arises, however, whether or not public funds
should be invested in private educational programs like the cor-
porate education programs discussed here. Some might say that
because education is a cost of doing business, like any other
business expense it should be borne exclusively by the business
firm. Society's educational role lies in the obligation to provide
a literate, educated citizenry. It is not necessarily society's obli-
gation to provide workers with narrow skills at the taxpayers'
expense. Colleges will be stronger if they are not so strongly
driven by erratic vocational demands.

Another argument is that government has a role to educate a
competent work force adaptable to changes in demographics.
technology. and the balance of foreign trade. Therefore. gov-
ern ,ent should support education without undue regard for the
provider so long as some assurance is available that ti pro-
vider can do so adequately. In tact, the federal government has
provided funds for training conducted by business and indu,try
with special attention to such training in the Job Training P.rt-
nership Act.

Art array of proposed federal bills addresses this question
through the tax co, - or other indirect or direct subsidies to
American busin sses to provide education for employees. If
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these proposed pieces of iegislation are adopted, the need will
be great to study the impact on both workers and educational
delivery systems.

Still, in light of this discussion, it is Important to keep in
mind that corporate colleges can only be regarded like al.;
other coilegiate institution, because in every way, except per-
haps for the motives under which they were founded, they are

legitimate, formally recognized postsecondary institutions.

Summary and Conclusions
Corporate education has grown in size, content, and sophistica-
tion since its inception in the days of apprenticeship schools. 1r
the early twentieth century, corporations were indifferent to or
contemptuous o college degrees, and the nature of much cor-
porate education was company specific, short term, and ad hoc.
The question of credit for corporate education did nJt arise. In
recent years, however, academic credentials have become more
important. The New York Regents and the American Council
on Education began to evaluate corporate education and recom-
mend college credit. Some co,porations went even further,
founding their own degree-granting colleges.

All indications are that corporate education will continue to
grow in the future. The factors leading to the growth of corpo-
rate education, primarily de:nographics and technology, will
continue to be important. Corporations need to have a work
force able to perform the kinds of work the firms require to
remain viable and profitable. As long as companies are satis-
fied with their own delivery systems, they can be expected to
maintain and even to develop them.

Colleges have traditionally shown a reluctance to become
involved in practical education. "Functional' education took a

giant leap forward after World War 11 with the formation of
community colleges.7 While some colleges are interested in co-
operating with corporations in providing education to corporate
workers, many are not. Sometimes practical difficulties prevent
even the most willing college/corporate ventures from being
successful, however.

7 Technical stitutes m,ere ahead of community colleges in this area. ,is the
early c.iniunit) colleges ,:mphasiied !lathier educahon over occupational
training III 'he I960s. community colleges entered the arena of technical
instituIe
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Higher education needs to acknowledge the existence and
legitimacy of corporate education. Having done that, higher ed-
ucation needs to ensure that corporate education meets high
standards of quality, which can be accomplisned through nor-
mal recognition processes. Stato degree-granting agencies and
accreditation agencies are equipped to evaluate corporate educa-
tion. The question of standards set for recognition is stimulated
by the entrance of corporations into the collegiate environment.



IMPLICATIONS OF EXPANDING RECOGNIZED
CORPORATE EDUCATION

What does this growth of formaliy recognized education in
noncollegiate settings mean to the new deliverers of such edu-
cation (the corporations and businesses), the traditional deliver-
ers (colleges and universities), the organizations that confer rec-
ognition, and the recipients of such education?

Before pursuing that discussion, it is appropriate to note
that all corporate education is in no way to be viewed as post-
secondary education, particularly with regard to company-
specific information that is not transferable to other places of
employment.

Some gray areas exist, however. One such area is skill
building, because community colleges and technical schools,
long since considered postsecondary education, provide much
that is similar. Another poorly defined area is remedial or basic
education. In part, the need to provide remedial education to
adult workers is an indictment of education through grade 12 in
this country and is a problem shared jointly by traditional
postsecondary education institutions and corporate education or-
ganizations. In another sense, it is a reflection of changing de-
mands in the workplace that now require more sophistcation
for newly created and designed jobs. Basic skills long unused
need to be renewed.

Employers as Educators
All indications are that business and industry are deeply
committed maintaining and expanding their workers at a!1
levels in the enterprise. Their alternatives are, as noted earlier,
to buy such training from postsecondary education institutions,
to buy it from consulting firms or individual trainers, and/or to
offer education and training themselves. As philosophies of hu-
man resource development change, as the business climate
changes, as technology and demographics affect business and
industry, so will their attention to education be modified.

The most important reason for employers' educating their
employees is to obtain and maintain a competitive edge in the
marketplace. An obvious aspect of the education of workers is
the assurance that participants in the programs not only learn
what is taught but also can translate the information into behav-
ior once back at work (Hawthorne forthcoming). When corpo-
rations control education for their employees, they have a better
opportunity to facilitate the transition between classroom and
office or factory, becaust they can adapt the education and the
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worksite in a coordinated manner if they choose to. For this
purpose, employers' continued delivery of education is desira-
ble. It is not unreasonable to assume, however, that once cor-
porate educators vigorously link education with the worksitc.,
the task could be accomplished in concert with a compatible
college or university.

Pricing policies in postsecondary education can also serve to
affect choices made by employers in identifying preferred op-
tions for educating their employees. As the fiscal position of
individual businesses or whole industries ebt; and flow, their
willingness and ability to allocate resources to education will
affect the choices of delivery systems

Traditional Postsecondary Education Institutions
Higher education in the United States has consistently. albeit
sometimes reluctantly, responded to changing opportunities in
the workplace with the addition of courses. programs, and ad-
vanced degrees. This adaptability has been the hallmark of
American higher education (Ben-David 1972).

The proliferation of corporate education in general, and of
formally recognized corporate education specifically, has given
educators an opportunity to examine the direction and purposes
of postsecondary education in terms of who is in fact providing
postsecondary instruction and who should provide it. One area
in which colleges and universities can fill a need is in the pro-
vision of training and education, whether for credit or not. for
employees of small businesses who cannot provide their own
instruction. Many firms are not large enough to develop educa
nowt programs but have needs similar to those of larger cor-
porations. This area necessitates vigorc.,s outreach and an
assessment of need by community colleges. colleges. and
universities.

Furthermore. the passage of legislation under consideration
by Congress t ) direct federal funds to corporations for training
and retraining workers could be at considerable cost to colleges
and universities. It behooves college and university administra-
tors to be informed about the progress of these hills and to
build relationships with corporations that will facilitate a part-
nership to the use of these monies.

Probably the most pressing consideration for traditional
collegiate institutions has to do with the transfer of credit from
one educational program. from one institution, to another. In
many cases, students will ask for credit from diverse sources of
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instruction. It becomes eminently clear that actors from all seg-
ments of postsecondary education should begin to regard one
another as colleagues; not competitors. to facilitate education
for learners.

Formal Recognizers of Postsecondary Education
Formal recognizers have gone great distances to brimg corporate
education into the mainstream of postsecondary education
in the United States Having done so. recognizers should en-
deavor to maintain consistency in the application of their stan-
dards to education and training., without regard to the type of
sponsor (Harcleroad 1980, pp. 35-36). As long as the same or-
ganizations recognize individuals; cel:.ses. programs, and
institutions using the same standards for all those reviewed;
there is little reason to be concerned that the new entrant on the
scene will have a negative impact on the quality of edlication.

The founding of corporate colleges has some implications for
state agencies. Major corporations may establish corporate col-
leges in one state and may desire at a future date to expand
their degree- granting opportunities to employees in other states
Such institutions; called "foreign" institutions, are those that
have degree-granting authority in one state and begin to offer
courses in or establish a campus in another state, without hav-
ing gone through the second state's degree-granting approval
process.

Colleges are able to do so in many states because those
states allow any college with degree - granting authority in an-
other state that is accredited by a regional a,sociation to receive
degree-granting authority within that state. As shown in table
3, some have virtually no laws governing the award of
degree - granting authority (although the number U. such states
has declined in recent years) It is for this reason that states
have added the proviso that the colleges also have regional ac-
creditation. leading to critirisms from some states that the ac-
crediting associations are not strict enough in monitoring col-
leges tbr quality (Ashworth 1979) and responses from accredit-
ing associations that protecting states from foreign institutions
is not their purpose (Young 1983).

Accreditation. while legally optional, has been growing in its
importance because of the 'clue assigned to formal credentials
by our highly mobile society. a society of strangers very depen-
dent on objective standards h which to select desirable affilia-
tions The degree to which an institution can choose not to vol-
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unteer to apply for and be granted accreditation is essentially
nonexistent. Indeed, in Majorie Webster v. Middle States Asso-
ciation, the lower court (subsequently overturned) found that
the Middle States Association could not refuse to review the
proprietary school's application for accreditation because of its
proprietary nature, because accreditation is so important to an
institution that it is no longer actually a voluntary act. The im-
portance of accreditation by regional associations is highlighted
in the example of the Swain School of Design. A 100-year-old
college of art, the school applied for accreditation by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges because the fac-
ulty thought it would "help the school attract funds and stu-
dents and [because it Wail a matter of professional pride"
(Chronicle of Higher Education 3 February 1982, p. 3). The
school had already been accredited by the National Association
of Schools of Art and Design.

Finally, it has been argued, the issue of public trust in
accreditation implies the need to broaden the input into accredi-
tation, because the anonym'iy of accrediting people allows for
no checks and balances, which is a hallmark of our system of
government (Dickey and Miller 1972, p. 28; see also Harcle-
road 1980 and Orlans 1975). Today, it is appropriate for ac-
crediting associations to broaden the scope of their membership
to include representatives from corporate education facilities,
which would additionally serve to avoid the rroliferation of ac-
crediting associations.

Recipients of Postsecondary Education
Corporations eager for highly skilled workers may be willing to
recruit them directly from high school and ensure them of a
paid college education on the corporate campus while working
and earning a salary This scenario is quite likely, given the
precipitous drop in the number of high school graduates at a
time when many older workers are retiring.

Toward Coordination
The challenge before us is not to decide who will driver
education bt 'show to develop a synergistic, positive relation-
saip between the academy and the corporation. . . (Morse
1984, p. 63). This statement should be of assurance to tradi-
tional educators concerned that the growth of corporate educa-
tion represents a threat their institutions. ..ita.ity
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Colleges and universities have developed initiatives to aid
business and industry in their quest for skilled employees at all
levels. Greatly expanded continuing education programs and
sophisticated marketing approaches are moving colieges and
universities into coordinated efforts with business, each build-
ing on its own expertise to meet what can easily be viewed as
needs of soci-ty. These efforts by cols -ges and universities also
suggest that academics are learning to speak the language of
business, a factor that most certainly contributes to greater fa-
cility in communication and bodes well for the future.

Another collegiate initial, 'e is a modification of the continu-
ing education divisions added to college campuses. Such corpo-
rate education centers often exist side by side with divisions of
continuing education. In some cases. either or both arrange
programs in which some courses are taught at the institution
and some at the sponsoring corporation. Through such organi-
zational structures, many colleges "customize- their courses
for interested corporations.

These centers and other administrative arrangements offer
contract courses courses offered by a college for a specific
corporation and usually. although not always, taught by college
faculty members. The corporations recruit and select the em-
ployees, pay them, and provide administrative assistance and
facilities. The college charges tuition and may also charge an
administrative fee. This arrangement is a useful one for larger
corporations. The colleges award a variety of "certifications.-'
including academic credits, degrees. occupational certification.
CEUs. and "documentation of satisfactory performance '' The
most common is academic credit (College Entrance Examina-
Cion Board 1984).

Colleges and universities offer both credit and noncredit
courses to corporations as well as jointly sponsor degree pro-
grams with them. A study of 2.623 institutions found that al-
most half of them offered credit courses (47 percent) and non-
credit courses (48 percent) Nineteen percent offered jointly
sponsored degree programs (El-Khawas 1984).

The numbers vary by type of institution. Fifty-nine percent
of two-year colleges, 26 percent of baccalaureate colleges. and
49 percent of universities offer credit courses, while virtually
the same percentages offer noncredit courses. Twenty-six per-
cent of two-year colleges. 9 percent of baccalaureate colleges.,
and 17 percent of universities sponsor joint degree programs
(El-Khawas 1984).
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Examples of joint educational ventures by corporations and
colleges abound. Employees of Motorola :n Phoenix. Arizona.
for example. can earn an associate degree from Rio Salado
Community College through contract courses. The University
System of New Hampshire offers courses ;,i computer _tudies
(statistics, computer literacy, BASIC. COBOL, PASCAL, and
FORTRAN) as well as courses in general studLs at Data Gen-
eral. Worcester State College offers Conversational French for
Programmers at the Norton Company, for which employees 'an
receive three !lours of credit (College Entrance Examination
Board 1984).

Other corporations and colleges have other types of coopera-
tive arrangementsCarnegie-Mellon and the Westing'iouse
Electric Robotics Institution, and the MIT and IBM and Digital
Equipment computer programs, for example (Douglas 1984). In
a more general way, colleges can capture the corporate educa-
tion market by customizing coursework for specific corporate
clients (Luther 1984).

On the other hand. we can expect business and industry to
develop their own training to serve special needs. One major
,:ducational initiative has been jointly undertaken by the United
Auto Workers and General Motors. The potential student body
numbers 40.000 students and has been developed with exten-
sive programming but no formal credit. Employees seeking ad-
vanced degrees or other forms of credit may take advantage of
the tuition reimbursement plan, which has been improved to fa-
cilitate employees' use of it (Sorge 1986. p. lc).

Evidence suggests that corporate education actually encour-
ages students to enroll in colleges and universities (McQuigg
1980) In this respect. corporate education provides a stimulus
to traditional higher education. Because of the growing kinship
between corporate education and collegiate education, both sec-
tors could work together to integrate courses and programs.
serving to reduce overlap and to facilitate transfers.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCH

Fiscal Aspects of the Corporate Education "Phenomenon"
The implications of the emergence of corporate education into
postsecondary education for the economic viability of tradi-
tional postsecondary education is not well understood. A major
stumbling block to this understanding is the variation in cost
accounting for training in business and industry and the pro-
prietary nature of those figures, making many firms reluctant to
release the information. Related is the need for more informa-
tion on the extent of corporate education: what it is, how much
it costs, who gets it, and what good it does. Some standard
definitions of terms could facilitate this researchfor example.
what is meant by "management education," "functional-
technical education," "white-collar training."

Public policy issues of who pays for education for work re-
quires much more investigation ,Lynton 1984), particularly in
light of federal investment in the education of workers. If more
and more education is provided by employers without charge to
employees, the general public pays in the marketplace and may
pa) again if the education the corporation provides is a tax
credit for the firm. Publicly supported education obviously
costs every taxpayer, but what are the alternative arguments
and issues in regard to the questions of "who pays" and "who
should pay"?

Internal Studies of Corporate Education
Educators from both colleges and corporations would benefit
from more thorough scrutiny of corporate college curricula,
their organization and content, w , the faculty are and where
they come from, and the numbers and types of students they
serve with regard to their demographic, educational; and em-
ployment backgrounds before entering corporate colleges.

Similarly, studies would be helpful comparing graduates of
corporate colleges and traditional colleges. Such studies should
measure work-related factors like job satisfaction and advance-
ment, salar'zs, and career changes and personal factors like
continued education for personal and professional development
and what may loosely be described as "life satisfaction."

Longitudinal studies need to be developed of the effective-
ness of education in the corporation with regard to worker,'
and the firm's productivity. Such research would also have im-
plications for research on outcomes of traditional educational
institutions and courses and consequently for accreditation and
other forms of formal recovnition.
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Corporations are inconsistent in matching eiiployees with
certain courses. Research on the relationship between students'
characteristics in a corporate setting and the courses with
regard to techniques of instruction and benefits to the individual
and to the firm would go a long way toward making education
more cost effective. Such research should include follow-up
studies of the retention of students in corporate education pro-
grams and their career paths.

Continued study of the dynamics of instructional technology
in different environments to achieve different pedagogical ob-
jectives wauld contribute greatly to the growing literature on
both cost-benefit analysis of instructional technology (Kearsley
1982) and on teaching and learning in higher education. (The
reader is referred to the National Center on Research on Post-
secondary Teaching and Learning at the University of Michigan
for more information in this critical area.)

The Role of Education in Organizational Change
It is not well understood what role education plays in organiza-
tional change. Many factors cause change in an organization
for example, shifts of personnel, changes in corporate policy,
new products, and acquisitions. And while education is often
systematically designed to cause change, it is not known
whether education is more suited to certain kinds of change
under specified conditions. Do opportunities exist to combine
education with, say, policy changes that are designed to lead
toward specified changes within the organization? Because
evaluation in corporate education does not often relate the out -
conies of the training to the specific problems the training was
supposed to affect, the dynamics of training as it affects per-
formance are less well understood than firms would like.

Alternative Routes for Education of Employees
Considerable informal, on-the-job training is available for
workers in all reported occupations (Carnevale 1986, p. 19).
On-the-job training can be costly to employers for the time of
the trainee and the trainee's fellow workers, whose work time
is distracted by the investment in training. It is likely that a
systematic examination of the content and nature of this train-
ing may be helpful in identifying pretraining opportunities that
can be provided in a more cost-effective manner. Research of
this kind can readiiy be conducted jointly by academics and
corporate educators.
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Substantive published research is apparently not available
concerning the alternative routes for corporations to take in pro-
viding educational opportunities for their employees. For exam-
ple, if a corporation were to institute some educational pro-
gram, what would the costs and benefits be of establishing a
corporate college or a corporate education center with or with-
out credit-bearing courses, of developing opportunities in con-
junction with traditional colleges and universities, or of reim-
bursing employees for tuition?

Similarly, little sound evidence is available to guide decision
making in colleges and universities regarding the organizational
structure most conducive to the provision of services to busi-
ness and industry. Some campuses provide dual structures,
such as the presence of continuing education programs and cor-
porate education centers. Related to this need is a better under-
standing of the relative effectiveness of different marketing
strategies employed by colleges and universities to serve the
training needs of business and industry.

Case Studies
Case studies of corporate education delivery systems and
courses would be useful to other educators. They would also
be helpful to those involved in the academic preparation of
training specialists in business and industry. A systematic ex-
ploration of the beginnings and changes in corporate colleges
in light of the relevance to traditional collegiate education
is in order.

Proprietary Education
Proprietary education has failed to draw the attention of
scholars. According to data from the National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics (NCES), new part-time postsecondary educa-
tion students are enrolling in private proprietary schools in
growing proportions, even though the actual number of new
part-time students has been declining since i981. Because of
the renewed and compelling interest in job training in both the
private and the public sectors, the role of the proprietary
schools, most commonly job training institutions, takes on par-
ticular importance in the discussion of emerging forces in post-
secondary education.

Other data from NCES suggest its growing impact. En. 11

ments in private proprietary institutions accounted for 2.9 per-
cent, 3 percent, 3.2 percent, 3.6 percent, and 6.1 percent of all
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full-time enrollments in two-year institutions from 1979 to
1984. Growth has been less dramatic for part-time students.
With reE,..gd to baccalamate-level enrollments, an area rarely
associated historically with private proprietary institutions, the
proprietary institutions are holding onto their market share in a
declining market for both full-time and part-time students.

These data suggest that dynamics of the role of this segment
of postsecondary education affect all aspects of postsecondary
education that are not understood as well as the importance of
increasing our knowledge about the dimensions of the develop-
ment of proprietary schoolsfinances, enrollment, instruction,
and changing methods of credentialing.

Recognition
Accreditation and other forms of formal recognition have
developed out of a need for commonly understood standards
amid a patchwork of educational enterprises. In some cases,
standards establish stated minimum acceptable practices and
procedures. In other instances, rigorous standards prevail, par-
ticularly in the professional fields of medicine and law. Much
work remains to be done to develop methods for assessing the
quality of education that includes both quantitative and qualita-
tive approaches.

in this context, research into the public perception and
acceptance of formal practices of recognition would enhance
the postsecondary education community's efforts to improve
recognition practices so as to improve the benefits that students
derive from engaging in higher education, in whatever setting.

Education for Employment
Education for employment is a recurring theme in American
higher education. Since the founding of Harvard College in
1636, American colleges and then universities in their own
ways struggled with the challenges presented by a progressive,
democratic society often offering unparalleled opportunities to
its citizens. The challenge before American postsecondary edu-
cation todayhow to educate young people, middle-aged peo-
ple, and older Americans for work and how to keep them at-
tuned to the demands of the marketplacerequires intensive in-
vestigation. A particular consideration is the balance between
liberal arts and humanities and between technical and profes-
sional education and training. Not only do we lack substantial
data on this question: we also lack a national dialogue between
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educators and employers that will chart the courses that address
the needs of students, colleges, and employers in some mean-
ingful way.

The Whole Picture
These suggestions for research address pieces of the whole
package of lifelong education for work, for leisure, and for en-
richment provided by schools, colleges, professional associa-
tions, clubs, unions, and employers. While a "comprehensive
analysis of the contributions and programs of the various pro-
viders" (Eurich 1985, p. 133) is needed, so too is a compre-
hensive analysis of learning needs as we move into the twenty-
first century that will offer significant guidance in planning ed-
ucationa process that should occur under the aegis of repre-
sentatives from each of the teaching sectors. Competition
whether real or imaginedis not as likely to address the educa-
tional needs of adult Americans as are cooperation and a sense
of shared purpose.
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State
AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

STATE LAWS ON DEGREE-GRANTING AND POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS

Legislature
Approves
Colleges

Legislation Refers
to a Higher

Education Board
Alabama State Depart-
ment of Education
(DOE)

Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary, Education

State Board of Higher
Education

Legislation Excludes
Accredited Colleges
or Postsecondary

Institutions"
Accrediting agency recog-
ni7ed by U.S. DOE. COPA,
or Alabama State DOE

Approved by Northwest
Association or listed in Edu-
cation Directory of U S Of-
fice of Education it Commis-
sion folds college acceptable.
nonprofits exchnied from re-
quirements

Regional in.creditors or
temporary accreditation by
Ariioia

Superintendent DOE, Western Association.
or Bar Examiners for the
State of California, or ap-
proval for accreditation or li-
censure by State Board

Colorado Commission on Regional accreditors or a
Higher Education group determined by Colo-

rado Commission to be ac-
ceptable

May accept national or
regional accreditation

CT Must be approved by Board of Governors
General Assembly, after
review by State Board

Legislation
Gives Guidance
on Standardsb

Ti

X

X

Only Nonprofit
Corporation
Language

Statutory
Authority

16§ 16-46- I et

1

§14.41, 010 et
seq

`i0 -1004

80-4905

94302 et seq
ni Code

CRS 23-2-101

10a-34 et seq.



8

DE

DC

FL

GA

HI

ID

11.

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

Institution must state
whether or not it is ac-
credited'

Appendix A (continued)

State Board of Education

Educational Institution
Licensure Commission

State Board of Indepen-
dent Colleges and Uni-
versities

State Board of Education

State DOE registers trade

and correspondent

schools

Board of Higher Educa-
tion

Commission for Higher
Education

Board of Regents

Council on Higher
Education Board for Pro-
prietary Education

DOE, regional, or national
accreditation or State Board
+ chartered in Florida or 3
letters from other colleges
saying credits will be ac-
cepted

Accredited for more than 10
years

Regulates courses, excluding

those offered by institution
accredred by state or an
agency reeogni7ed by state

Must he supported in sshole

or in part by state funds

May be accepted by Regents

J6

X

x

X

x

8§125

§§31-1601 to 31-

1608

§246.011 et seq

§20.3 -100 ct seq

25§§446E-1,
446E-2

33-2401 et sect

144-121 et seq

§20-12-0 5 -I et
sect

X §504 10 et sect

§74-3249 et sect

KRS§164 945
164.947

165A 310

et sect

X 12§201 et seq.



ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

Ni-I

NJ

NM

NY

NC

X State Board of Education

Must he authorised by

State Board for Higher
Education

Board of Regents

State DOE

State Higher Education

Coordinating Board

Comnussion on College
Accreditation

Advisory Council

Nebraska Coordinating
Commission for Post-

secondary Education

X

X

X

X

20M10701 et
seq.

§12 -201 et seq

Education Code

69§30. 31

§390

Chapter I36A. 61

§37-101-241

X §355.025

§20-30-101 et
seq.

79-2401 et seq

Commission on Postsec- Must be accredited 34394 620
ondary Education by DOE or have et seq

its credits ucepted 345394 383
by one DOE- et seq.
accredited college

Postsecondary Education §292:8-b et seq
legislature Commission

Board of Higher Educa-
tion

Board of Education
Finance

DOE and University of
the State of NY

Board of Governors

DOE + 3-letter rule. and
any school with a "compara-
ble' basic academic eLlca-
non

DOE-accredited agency

RSA 18A.68-1 et
seq

§2I-23-3 in seq
Education Code

X 165216 et seq
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Chapter 116-15



Board of Regents

Oregon Educational

Coordinating Comm.

State Board of Higher
Education

Board of Regents

State Commission on

Higher Education

Tennessee Higher
Education Comm

Coordinating Board.
Texas College and Um-
versity System

State Board

State Council of Higher
Education Regulatory

Boards

Higher Education Coor-
dinating Board

West Virginia Board of
Regents

Appendix A (continued)

Either Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher Education
or regional accreditation

Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges

Institution accredited by a
COPA agency

X

Accrediting agency recog-
ni7ed by state

DOE-accredited
agency

X

X

X

X

*15-20.4-01 et
sett

*1713 01 et sett.

704101 et sett

*348 830 ct sect

24*2421 et sett.

*16-40-1 et sett

*59-46-10 et seq.

X 0 47-22-1. -4

*49-7-2001

*61.301 et sect

Ed. Code Texas
Codes Annotated

X *16-6.20 et sett.

16*176

Title 23. * *23-
265 to 23-276

§28B 85.010 et
Sal.

018-26.13
18-26.13a



WI

WY

Educational Approval
Board

Accrediting agencies recog-
nized by the Board; nonprof-
its

k38.5I
§182,028

X §17.7-101

3A typical statute regulates high, r or postsecondary education but excludes an accredited institution
hSome of the standards refer to financial resources, faculty, facilities, courses of instruction, and student protection

states require some type of license or charter The states in this column, ho,,ever, have only kws relating to nonprofit corporations
dThe Hawaii statute provides only that a college must state whether or not it is accredited
Sources. State statutes effective as of April 1987
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